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  This series of lessons is designed to accompany the Welsh courses I offer through the Vancouver Welsh 

Society, currently scheduled to meet once a week for two ten-week terms. They are designed to supplement the class 

meetings, or to substitute if you have missed a meeting, or just to serve as a reference. 

 

Because heritage language learners all come with different abilities and progress at different paces, each lesson is 

divided into three sections: Level A for Beginners, Level B for Intermediate, and Level C for advanced. Each lesson 

starts with a flowchart to help you assess your level for that particular lesson. 

 

This is a work in progress, and over the next year or so I will be adding dialogues, exercises, and example quotes 

from Welsh songs and folklore, and if I can find someone to contribute, illustrations. If there are errors, or if you 

find something confusing, please contact me at antone.minard@gmail.com. 

 

The Welsh Lessons here are meant to complement your other learning tools. There are a lot of great resources 

online, such as the Say Something in Welsh course (https://www.saysomethingin.com/welsh/course1). The awesome 

duolingo now has Welsh; it’s not perfect, but it’s very effective for progress in the early stages. 

 

Finally, of course, if you’re not a member of the Vancouver Welsh Society, why not join via Paypal as a thank you? 

Only $20 per year for an out-of-area membership. 

 

 
  

mailto:antone.minard@gmail.com
https://www.saysomethingin.com/welsh/course1
https://incubator.duolingo.com/courses/cy/en/status
http://www.welshsociety.com/PaypalPageV2.php


Lesson One: Alphabet & Pronunciation 
Diagnostic Page, Lesson 1 

 

Question 1:  

Can you more or less pronounce  

Mae ’nghath i 

yn llwyd ? 

No: Go to Level A 

Yes: See Question 2 

Question 2:  

Do you know whether the 
vowels in the words  

yr hen mab bach o Ben-y-Bont  
are long or short? 

No: Go to Level B 

Yes: See Question 3 

Question 3:  

Can you predict how a Welsh 
speaker would change these 

dictionary words in the spoken 
language?  

cyfodi, dyfod, gorau, prynhawn, 
ysgubor 

No: Go to Level C 

Yes: Skip Lesson One 



Lesson One: Alphabet & Pronunciation 
 

Lesson One, Level A 

 
The English alphabet consists of 26 letters. Conveniently, each of these English letters is made up of one 

character. The Welsh alphabet, on the other hand, consists of 29 letters, some of which are made up of 

two characters (so “C” is a letter, and “H” is a letter, but “CH” is yet another letter, and alphabetized as 

such). The Welsh alphabet consists of:  

 

A   B   C   CH   D   DD   E   F   FF   G   NG   H   I   J   L   LL   M   N   O   P   PH   R   RH   S   T   TH   U   W   Y 

 

The alphabet is missing the English letters K, Q, V, X, and Z, and you can argue about J if you like. These 

appear sometimes in borrowed words, and when they do are pronounced as in English. Additionally, there 

are three other unique sounds that are represented by a combination of letters: NGH, MH, and NH. (So CH is 

one letter, but NH is two, and NGH is also two letters.) 

 

Now, why is the Welsh alphabet so strange? It is because they learned to write from the Romans. The 

sounds of Latin are not well-suited to the Celtic languages. They’re not well-suited to English, either. 

Pause for a moment and think about GH. Ghost: [g]. Laugh: [f]. Daughter: [silent]. The letter O can be an 

[o] (hot, pot, coat, boat) or a [u] (lose, whom, two, canoe) or silent (people, leopard). These do not throw 

you because you are used to them. At least the Welsh is mostly regular, even if it is (from an English-

language perspective) weird. 

 

The sounds of both English and Welsh have changed over time, taking the sounds of the letters even 

further away from their original Latin values. In most ways, though, Welsh letter sounds are similar to 

English. Either they have the same values as in English (B, FF, L), or they’re similar (C, NG, R), or at least 

in the same general range (E, W). The letters in red are the ones to watch out for: 

 

A   B   C   CH   D   DD   E   F   FF   G   NG   H   I   J   L   LL   M   N   O   P   PH   R   RH   S   T   TH   U   W   Y 

 

That leaves only a handful of things that will confuse, plus NGH, MH, and NH. 

 

The sounds of DD and F already exist in English: we just have a different convention for writing them. In 

English, TH can make two sounds: unvoiced (as in thin) and voiced (as in then). Welsh TH is always 

unvoiced, as in thin, and DD always represents the voiced sound as in then.  

 

F is more complicated, because while double F (FF) is just like it is in English, unvoiced, a single F sounds 

like V, the voiced sound, and it takes time to retrain your brain to spot the distinction when reading. The 

sounds are closely related, and they’re also not far from English U as in rule. The Roman alphabet used U 

and V interchangeably, and W not at all. In the Middle Ages, there was a lot of fluctuation between F, U, 

V, and W,
1
 and it took a while for the modern values to settle. English more or less follows French, which 

was trendy in the 1600s when modern spelling was being fixed; Welsh goes its own way. 

                                                                                                                                                                               
1
 Representing these sounds has been a problem for a long time. The origin of our letter F is the Greek letter digamma, ϝ, which 

sounded like our W in very early Greek, but turned into V or F sound in Etruscan ( ), whence F in Latin (Latin didn’t have /v/ until 

after the Classical period). Later, in medieval Britain, a special letter was invented which looks like an open six (ỽ), a variant of 

Anglo-Saxon ƿ (the letter wynn) which in turn was based on the Anglo-Saxon rune for W, ᚹ. There were also some extra 

confusion in early printing: F or F (a single capital F) looked a bit like two lowercase Fs run together, which is why some 

originally single-F names were re-spelled with lowercase FF. Short version: don’t blame the Welsh for the confusion! 



Sound    English  French  German  Welsh  Irish 
[f]     F, FF   F, FF   F, V   FF   F 

[v]     V   V   W   F   BH, BHF, MH (only when flanked by E, I) 

[w]     w   —   —   w   BH, BHF, MH (only flanked by A, O, U) 

[u]     O, OO, U  OU   U   W   U, UMH  

[y] / [ɨ], similar to [y] —   U   Ü   U (N Wales) AO  (Donegal) 

 

Ultimately, in Welsh the [v] sound went to F (think of English of), the /f/ sound got written as FF (think 

off), the /u/ sound went to W, and what in medieval Welsh was something like German Ü or French U 

went, sensibly enough, to U, while V went out of fashion altogether. Too confusing! 

  

Y is the main letter in Welsh that makes two distinct sounds, depending on position. In final syllables and 

in monosyllables, Y and U make exactly the same sound. In South Wales, it is the same sound made by I 

(i.e., short I as in pin or long EE as in feel, as in German, Spanish, or Italian). In North Wales, it is the 

sound represented in the International Phonetic Alphabet by [ɨ]. It is the same sound as Ulster Irish broad 

AO, similar to Russian Ы. If you’d like to hear an example, this link has the clickable symbols for all of 

the vowels. To learn to make this sound, make the “ee” sound (as in keen) and gradually move your 

tongue back towards the “oo” position (as in food) but without rounding your lips. The common word 

gyda also has this sound, as it is a compound of cyd + â. 

 

When Y is in any other syllable, or a few common monosyllabic words, the sound is more like [ə], the A 

in English about, and similar to U [ʌ] in English up. The common monsyllables are: dy, dych, dyn (the 

verb, but not the noun meaning ‘man’), fy, myn, syr, y, ych (the expression of disgust or the spoken form 

of eich) yng, ym, yn, and yr; literary Welsh adds yd and ys, plus a couple of vanishingly rare words. 

Otherwise, if Y has the “about” sound in a monosyllable, it’s spelled Ỳ.  
 There are a few exceptions in polysyllabic words beginning in GWY-, notably Gwynedd and the conjugated forms of gwybod 

(e.g. gwyddwn i). 
 Alert: The letters that cause the most problems for learners are F, U, and Y. 
 

The other sounds are not found in English. NGH, MH, NH, and RH are all unvoiced, and can be made by 

saying an “h” sound at the same time as NG, M, N, or R, similar to the way some dialects of English 

aspirate the W in when. 

 

CH is the same sound as the CH in the Scottish word Loch, German hard CH (after A, O, and U, as in ach, 

Bach!), Castilian Spanish J, and Russian Х. It can be approximated by saying a Welsh C (English K) and H 

at the same time. To practice, start with the H, then add the K.  
Fun fact: Almost all Welsh words beginning in CH are followed by a W, similar to the way English Q-words almost all begin QU-. Even 

the common pronoun chi used to be chwi, and still is in the most formal texts. 
 

Finally, LL. If the alphabet were internally consistent, this would be spelled LH, but tradition uses LL. This 

sound, a voiced lateral fricative, can be made by putting your tongue where it would go to make a regular 

L sound, but then moving air through your mouth as if you were hissing like a snake. Its IPA symbol is 

[ɬ], and a clickable audio version is found here.  

 

The rest of the letters are more straightforward. Here is the alphabet again, with pronunciation notes. The 

Welsh name of the letter is in parentheses. 

 

A (â)  Like French, German, Italian, or Spanish: as in father, and can be long or short.  

B  (bî)  Exactly like English. 

C  (ec)  Always like C as in cat, never like S. 

CH  (ech) Like Scottish loch. See above. 

D  (di)  Exactly like English. 

http://www.yorku.ca/earmstro/ipa/vowels.html
http://www.yorku.ca/earmstro/ipa/consonants


DD  (edd) Like TH in then. See above. 

E  (ê)  Like German, Italian, or Spanish: as in hen (short), or pace when long (but not a diphthong). 

F  (ef)  Like English V. See above; think of. 

FF  (eff) Like English F. Think off. 

G  (eg)  Exactly like English. 

NG  (eng) As in English singing, not as in English finger. Unlike English, words can begin with NG. 

(note: a few words do have the finger pronunciation, but in Welsh this is considered to be 

spelled with two letters, N + G, and alphabetized that way.) 

H  (aits) Exactly like English. 

I  (î ddot) 1. Like French, German, Italian, or Spanish: as in thin (short) machine (long). 

   2. Before other vowels, like English Y. 

J  (jê)  Exactly like English. 

L  (el)  Exactly like English. 

LL  (ell) [ɬ]: see above. Use “hl” as an approximation if you must. 

M  (em) Exactly like English. 

N  (en)  Exactly like English. 

O  (ô)  Like French, German, Italian, or Spanish: as in British hot (short) coal (long).  

P  (pî)  Like English. 

PH  (ffî)  Exactly like English. 

R  (er)  Rolled, as in Spanish or Italian. 

RH  (rhî) H + Welsh R. See above. 

S  (es)  1. Exactly like English. 

   2. SI + a vowel is like English SH. In South Wales, IS is often pronounced ish. 

   Sometimes you see SH in Welsh words, which is also just like English SH. 

T  (tî)  Like English. 

TH  (eth) Exactly like English TH as in thin. 

U  (î bedol)South Wales, like I (see above); North Wales [ɨ] (see above). 

W  (ŵ)  1. Like U in Spanish or Italian. Can be long or short. In the cluster GW, barely articulated. 

   2. Before other vowels, usually like English W. 

Y  (y [ə]) 1. South Wales, like I (see above); North Wales [ɨ] (see above). 

   2. [ə] is the [a] in about or [ʌ] as in up. See above. 

 

Most of the diphthongs are predictable from their vowel sounds. 

 

AE, AI, and AU: Like English eye (in North Wales, here and in the other diphthongs, the U half is [ɨ]) 
AW: Like English OW as in cow. 

EI, EU, EY: [ə] like the A in “about” plus EE as in feel, run together. In some dialects, it’s eye or ay as in 

day. It doesn’t matter which you choose, but be consistent. 
 Note: possessive pronouns with ei and eu are often said as if spelled i, but it is not wrong to pronounce them as spelled. 
EW: The vowels in English nest and food run together. 

IA, IE, IO: Like English YA as in yacht, YE as in yes, and YO as in yolk. 

IW, UW, and YW1: The vowels in English pit and tool run together. 

OE, OI, and OU: OY as in boy. 

OW: Like Western American English go (short O as in pot plus a W-ish rounding at the end) 

WY: 1. The vowels in English food and free put together, the OO-equivalent of boy; Spanish UY.  

  2. Wee or wi as in wish, especially in the combination GWY-. 

ŴY is always this oo-ee sound; WŶ is always wee. 

YW2, not in a final syllable (see YW1 above), is [ə] like the A in “about” plus OO as in fool, put together. 

WYW: Usually, the first W is as in English and the second is like OO as in fool: English wee-oo. 

YWY: [ə] like the A in “about” plus WI as in wish. 

 



Welsh words are stressed on the penultimate (second-to-last) syllable. 

 
Vocabulary and Exercises: 
 
The vocabulary comes in two sets. The frequency set is some of the most commonly used words in Welsh. 

Since these are often random and / or boring, each lesson is also accompanied by a theme, with words 
grouped by subject. With a little flexibility and creativity, you can be having basic conversations by Lesson 

Four (Lesson Three if you’re precocious). 

 

Frequency: Lesson One 

 

bod, v. (irregular)  be; (as a conjunction) that 

mi / fi, pron.   I, me 

fy
N

, possessive pron. my 

ôl, olion, m.   print, mark, track, trail 

 yn ôl, prep.  according to; ago (time) 

lle, -oedd, m.   place 

gwaith, gweithiau, m. work 

mawr, adj.   great, large, big  (pl. mawrion; eq. cymaint; comp. mwy; superl. mwyaf ) 

arall, eraill, adj.  other 

 

Theme: Family 

 

brawd, brodyr, m.  brother 

chwaer, chwiorydd, f. sister 

gŵr, gwŷr, m.  man / husband 

gwraig, gwragedd, f. woman / wife 

mab, meibion, m.  boy / son / guy 

bachgen, bechgyn, m. boy / guy 

mam, -au, f.  mother / mom 

mamgu, mamau cu grandmother (S)  

nain, neiniau, f.  grandmother (N) 

merch, -ed, f.  girl / daughter 

plentyn, plant, m.  child 

tad, -au, m.  father / dad 

tadcu, tadau cu, m. grandfather (S) 

taid, teidiau, m.  grandfather (N) 

teulu, -oedd, m.  family 

wyr, wyrion, m.  grandson 

wyres, wyresau, f.  granddaughter 

 
Dialogue: 
 
Nia:  Bore da, Owain. Ble mae fy mam? 
Owain:  Mae Mam yn y gwaith. 
Nia:  Da iawn.  bore da—good morning. ble mae—where is. mae—is. yn y gwaith—at work. da iawn—very good. 
 
Creative Exercise: Write your name and address using Welsh spelling conventions. 
 
Useful patterns to memorize: Be able to say: 
 
Beth yw dy enw di?   (What is your name—to a friend or a child) 
Beth yw eich enw chi?  (What is your name—to an elder or a stranger) 
__________ yw fy enw i. (My name is __________)  Note: You will also hear “f’enw i”  and “ydy” in place of “yw”. 



  



Lesson One, Level B 
 

There are some nuances of pronunciation in Welsh that will help you get a better accent. The first thing is 

the accent itself: Welsh has both a stress accent and a pitch accent, which gives the language its 

characteristic lilt. The stress accent goes on the penultimate (second-to-last) syllable in almost every 

word. There are a few exceptions for words that were originally compound or which have been 

contracted. Cymraeg, myfi, yma, yna, and yno are all stressed on the final syllable, as are words with an 

acute accent (glanháu, ‘to clean’), verb-nouns ending in -au, -eu, or -oi, abstract nouns ending in -had, 

two-syllable nouns beginning with ys-, the plural of nouns ending in -fa (that is, ending in -feydd) and 

two-syllable verbs beginning with the reflexive prefix ym-. The pitch accent goes on the final syllable, 

spoken at slightly a higher pitch, the same way you raise your voice to indicate a question. As English 

does not have a pitch accent, learners sometimes hear the syllable with the pitch accent as the stressed 

syllable. (Singers do not need to worry about this.) 

 

There are a few ways to sound more Welsh with specific letters, as well. P, T, and C are unaspirated in 

Welsh (as in French, Spanish, and Italian). English speakers add a small puff of air, except following an S. 

So the Welsh sounds are the same as in spit, stop, and scar, but not the same as in pit, top, and car. (Hold 

your hand in front of your mouth to feel the difference.) Welsh represents the English CH sound (as in 

church) with the combination TSI, or occasionally just TS at the end of a word. For the most part, though, 

once you have the basic sounds, the consonants are not too tricky. The vowels, on the other hand! 

 

The International Phonetic Alphabet for vowels is very useful, especially in combination with a phonetic 

description of Welsh. The chart is shaped like a human mouth: the lips are on the left, the throat is on the 

right, up is up and down is down. To the left of the dots, the lips are not rounded; to the right of the dots, 

they are. Practice the vowels you know in order to get used to the chart. 

 

Both Welsh and English have long and short vowels. In both languages, historical sound changes mean 

that a short vowel is sometimes actually a different vowel than a long vowel, though not always. 

Sometimes the difference is length: a Welsh long A is just said for a longer time than a short A. In general, 

Welsh vowels are short except in stressed syllables, and even those can be shortened if they are not the 

main stressed word in a phrase. 

 

If a vowel has a to bach (‘little roof’) a.k.a. acen grom (‘circumflex’), it is long: Â Ê Î Ô Û Ŵ Ŷ (I 

recommend installing the freeware program unichars to type accented characters more easily). If the 

vowel has an acen fer (‘short accent’) a.k.a. acen ddisgynedig (‘grave accent’), it is short: À È Ì Ò Ù Ẁ Ỳ; 

the long accent indicates stress, as in Spanish. Otherwise, you have to figure it out from the chart below: 

 

Situation English Welsh 

Word ends in one vowel long long 
(exceptions: a, dy, fy, pa, y) 

Word ends in 2 consonants 
(in Welsh, this can be 3 characters) 

short long 
(exceptions: in North Wales, –LLT, –SB, –SG, –ST) 

Syllable with a diphthong 

(two vowels) 

long short 
(exceptions: AE, caul, ffau, gwaudd, gwaun, pau, traul, OE,  

syllables ending in –AW (N. Wales), –EW (N. Wales)) 

Word ends in single B short long 
(exceptions: heb (N. Wales), hwb, borrowed words) 

Word ends in single C short short 

Word ends in single CH /x/ — long 
(exceptions: ach, llach, och, soch, borrowed words) 

   

http://www.yorku.ca/earmstro/ipa/vowels.html
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Appendix:Welsh_pronunciation
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Appendix:Welsh_pronunciation
http://sourceforge.net/projects/unichars/


Situation English Welsh 

Word ends in single D short long 
(exceptions: nad, nid, words in -had, borrowed words) 

Word ends in single DD /ð/ — long 
(exceptions: borrowed words) 

Words end in silent E long — 

Word ends in single F /v/ — long 
(exceptions: borrowed words) 

Word ends in single FF /f/ short long 
(exceptions: caff, clwff, borrowed words) 

Word ends in single G short long 
(exceptions: ag, rhag, nag (‘than’), borrowed words) 

Word ends in single NG short short 

Word ends in single J short short 

Word ends in single L short short 
(exceptions: words ending in –IL or –UL) 

[exception to the exceptions: swil, dul] 

Word ends in single LL /ɬ/ — short (N. Wales) 
(exceptions: holl, oll) 
long (S. Wales) 

Word ends in single M short short 

Word ends in single N short short 
(exceptions: dyn (‘man’), hen, and words ending in –IN or –UN) 

[exception to the exceptions: prin] 

Word ends in single P short short 

Word ends in single R short short 
(exceptions: words ending in –IR or –UR) 

Word ends in single S short long 
(exceptions: nas, nes (‘until’), os, pes, sws, ys, borrowed words) 

Word ends in single T short short 

Word ends in single TH /θ/ short long 
(exceptions: beth, byth (optional), borrowed words) 

 
Vocabulary: 

 

Frequency:  

dal (dali·), v.    catch, hold; arrest; get 

aros (arhos·), v.   wait, stay, remain; stop       (3s. erys) 

cyfarfod, -ydd, m.   meeting 

achos, -ion, m.; conj.  cause; because 

pa
L

, pron.    which, what 

 

Theme: Family 

 

cefnder, cefndryd, m. cousin (m.) 

cyfnither, -od, f.  cousin (f.) 

ewythr, -edd, m.  uncle 

gor-
L

   [one generation younger; in gor-hen
L

-, one generation older] 

hanner
L

-   half- 

hen
L

-   great- 

llys
L

-   step 

nai, neiant, n.  nephew 

nith, -oedd, f.  niece 

modryb, -edd, f.  aunt 

rhiant, rhieni, m.  parent 



wncl, -s, m.  uncle 

-yng-nghyfraith   -in-law  



Lesson One, Level C 
 

The rules for Welsh given in levels A and B represent the literary language, what is correct for formal 

Welsh. Because of the circumstances in which Welsh is used, there are also a bewildering number of 
local and informal variants. Unlike English, it is perfectly correct to re-spell a word to match the way you 
say it, and it is perfectly correct to write this less formal version of the language, called Colloquial Welsh 
to distinguish it from Literary Welsh. Native speakers will also sometimes give a literary word the local 

pronunciation. 
 
Unfortunately, all of this makes it very difficult to find Colloquial words in a dictionary.This guide is 
intended to help you see the relationship between the well-documented formal, literary forms, and the 

colloquial forms you will hear spoken and occasionally see in writing. 
 
The plural ending –AU (medieval –EU) is generally pronounced –A in the North, and –E in the South. 

This is also the case for a few common words such as boreu, almost universally bore, and gorau, as in o’r 
gore “okay.” North Wales favours the vowel A in general, and changes many literary Es and Ys into As. 
 
In Welsh, the consonant F /v/ is very weak after a vowel, barely pronounced and often unwritten, 

especially at the end of a word, or replaced by an apostrophe. Byddaf becames bydda’; tref becomes tre. 
This leads to the simplification of consonant clusters, too: -YF- becomes -W- or drops altogether. The 
common verb dyfod ‘come’ is dŵad in the North and dod in the South. A DD is also often weakly 
articulated and dropped: compare the full rhoddi to the more common rhoi. This is especially common 

between vowels, but is also found at the end of a word and rarely for words beginning in DD. 
 
In Medieval Welsh, many words beginning with S- had an epenthetic vowel added, so they started with 

YS-. In the colloquial language, the Y- is often dropped again, especially if the first syllable isn’t stressed. 
So ysgrifennu ‘to write’ becomes sgwennu: Y is dropped and -RIF- becomes -W-.  
 
In verb-nouns, final -ED or -YD drops the vowel: cymeryd, gweled, and myned become cymryd, gweld, and 

mynd. The Ys change sounds accordingly, but the old stem appears in the conjugated verb (cymer! wele!). 
 
The diphthong AE can simplify to A, so cael, already simplified from caffael, becomes cal (not to be 
confused with câl!), and AI can simplify to E (deugain > deugen).  Final -WY simplifies to -W, as in Myfanw 

< Myfanwy. In verbs, unstressed -AIS becomes -ES. Other vowels can shift, as well: deall becomes diall (or 
dallt in North Wales). 
 

Welsh has a large number of tags, set phrases which are used to make a conversational connection more 
than to add meaning. These are almost always shortened beyond recognition: they can be recognized by 
their position at the end of the word and the intonation of a question. Some common ones are yli (from 
gweli di, “you see”), wsti or sdi (from gwyddost ti, “you know”), timod (from rwyt ti’n gwybod, also “you know”) 

 
A few very common words are shorted in unpredictable ways: gyda becomes ’da and wedi becomes ’di; prynhawn 

becomes pnawn and diolwch becomes diolch. Wythnos becomes wsnos or wsos. In south Wales, the /∫/ sound (SH as 

in sheep) can crop up in unusual places: sut becomes shwd and tua becomes sha. Dim and especially ddim can be 

reduced to ’m. North Wales has a lot of forms where the first syllable disappears: e.g. ’fyd for hefyd, ’chan or achan 

for bachgan (standard bachgen), ’li for yli, ’lly for felly. 

 
Likewise, the common forms of the verb bod ‘to be’ are often abbreviated, almost beyond recognition. Yr 

ydwyf has a less formal form rydw i, but in South Welsh it loses the ry-. The imperfect tense, roeddwn i, can 
be just rô’n i or ô’n i, apostrophe and to bach optional. It is worth learning the literary paradigm (list of 
forms) for bod just to be able to connect the different forms you will encounter! 



North Wales also has a few random changes that are difficult to predict, but worth knowing. The 
personal pronoun ti becomes chdi, especially after prepositions and conjunctions; the verb glanháu 

becomes llnau. The possessive pronoun eiH “her” can cause initial M→MH and N→NH: ei nhoson allan hi, 
“her night out.” Efallai “perhaps” is ella. 
 
In poetry and dialect, all bets are off: keep an open mind and be creative! Here is a nursery rhyme with 

a few non-standard variations in it: 
 
Mi af i Lundain Glame   I’ll go to London on the first of May  (Glame < Galan Mai < Calan Mai) 
Os byddai byw ac iach,  If I am healthy and well 

Ni ’rosa i ddim yng Nghymru I won’t stay in Wales     (’rosa < arhosaf) 
I dorri ’nghalon bach;   To break my little heart     (’nghalon < fy nghalon < fy + calon) 

 

Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 

 

agor (agor·), v.     open         (3s egyr) 

newid (newidi·), v.    change 

trefn, -au, f.      order 

problem, -au, f.     problem 

Cymreig, adj.      Welsh (with regard to culture, not just language) 

 

Theme: Family 

 

chwegr, -au, f.   mother-in-law 

chwegrwn, chwegryniaid, m. father-in-law 

daw, -on / dofion, m.  son-in-law 

cyfyrder, -on, m. / f.  second cousin  [Note: for “once removed” etc., it is better to just 

caifn, ceifnaint, m. / f.  third cousin   add “ei fam” or “ei hwyres,” i.e. precisely whose 

gorchaifn, gorcheifnaint, m. / f.   fourth cousin    cousin. So cyfyrder fy nhad, my father’s 2
nd

 cousin /  

gorchaw, -on, m. / f.  fifth cousin  my second cousin once removed.] 

gor-hen
L

-    great-great [older] 

gor-or
L

-    great-great [younger] 

gwaudd, gwehyddon, f.  daughter-in-law 

perthynas, perthnasau, f.   relative 

  



Lesson Two: Mutations 
Diagnostic Page, Lesson 2 

 
  

Question 1:  

Do you know the difference 
between   

ei chath and ei gath? 

No: Go to Level A 

Yes: See Question 2 

Question 2:  

Can you predict which 
mutations (if any) follow the 
words heb, ni, o, pa, and rhy? 

No: Go to Level B 

Yes: See Question 3 

Question 3:  

In the sentence  

Welaist ti erioed gath las? 

do you know whywelaist  and 
gath are mutated? 

No: Go to Level C 

Yes: Skip Lesson Two 



Lesson Two: Mutations 
Lesson Two, Level A 

 
To save space, dictionaries don’t list every possible form of every word. Typically, they only include one 

form of a word, the headword or lemma. Noun plurals and conjugated verbs are not usually listed 

separately, and both speakers and learners are just expected to know how to find these other forms. 

Fortunately, most of the time it’s easy: there is a root word, and endings get attached to it.  

 

English     Welsh 

cat +s > cats    cath + od > cathod 

 
More rarely, it’s the middle of a word that changes, which is more of a challenge. 

 

man > men    gŵr > gwŷr 
 

In English, that’s as far as it goes. Welsh, however, frequently changes the beginning of the word, too, often 

in reaction to the word that comes in front of it: 

 

fy + cath > fy nghath   dy + cath> dy gath     ei + cath> ei chath 

 

These context-dependent changes to the initial letter are called mutations, and they affect nine consonants: 

 

  B C D G LL  M  P  RH  T 

 

For reasons that become obvious once you’ve learned them, they are usually given in three groups of three: 

  

  P T C;  B D  G;    M  LL  RH 

 

It’s worth explaining how this came about. First, note the way that English letters do different jobs in 

different places. In See the rose, S has two sounds: /s/ and then /z/. This is because /s/ is made without the 

vocal cords (unvoiced), but the vowel sounds on either side of the Latin original, rosa, were made with the 

vocal cords (voiced). If you add voicing to an /s/, it comes out as /z/. In English, even though we no longer 

say the /a/ on the end of the word, the word itself “remembers,” and the sound change remains. 

 

Welsh works exactly this way, with only two complications: (1) the spelling matches the sound, not the 

history, and (2) the changes aren’t permanent, and so the same word has different spellings depending on 

the grammatical environment. These spelling/sound shifts are the mutations. 

 

There are three sets of mutations. The most common, and the most important, is the soft mutation (treiglad 
meddal), also known as lenition. Words that cause the soft mutation / lenition will be indicated with a small 

superscript 
L

 following. Lenition affects all nine consonants. 

 

The second, the nasal mutation (treiglad trwynol) or nasalization, only affects six consonants, the first two 

sets. It is less common, but still important. I use the notation 
N

 to show where it occurs. 

 

The third, the spirant or aspirate mutation (treiglad llaes), affects only P, T, and C. It is more or less optional 

in speech, but as a learner you should make the effort to learn and use it. For this mutation, I use 
H

. In a few 

cases, there is a mixed mutation, where P, T, and C take the aspirate mutation, but the other consonants take 

the soft mutation, indicated by 
H/L

. 



Additionally, a very few words cause an H to appear before vowels. I note these with 
+H

. The unmutated 

consonant is called the “root” or “radical.” The chart of mutations is below: 

 

Radical Soft Nasal Spirant 

P B MH PH 

T D NH TH 

C G NGH CH 

B F M  

D DD N  

G — NG  

M F   

LL L   

RH R   

 

The line — means that under soft mutations, instead of beginning with a /g/ sound, the initial consonant goes 

away altogether. A convenient way to memorize the mutations is to memorize the personal possessive 

pronouns, and the mutations they cause. In unconscious irony, the word dy itself never mutates. 

 

Welsh English  Welsh English 

fy
N

 my  ein
+H

 our 

dy
L

 your (informal sing.)  eich your (formal / plural) 

ei
L

 his  eu
+H

 their 

ei
H/+H

 her    

 

For practice, be able to use a word with all of the possessive pronouns, as in the chart below: 

 

 afal (apple) pen (head) tad (father) cath (cat) 

my fy afal fy mhen fy nhad fy nghath 

your (s) dy afal dy ben dy dad dy gath 

his ei afal ei ben ei dad ei gath 

her ei hafal ei phen ei thad ei chath 

our ein hafal ein pen ein tad ein cath 

your (pl) eich afal eich pen eich tad eich cath 

their eu hafal eu pen eu tad eu cath 

 

 bag (bag) dant (tooth) gafr (goat) mam (mother) llew (lion) rhaw (shovel) 

my fy mag fy nant fy ngafr fy mam fy llew fy rhaw 

your (s) dy fag dy ddant dy afr dy fam dy lew dy raw 

his ei fag ei ddant ei afr ei fam ei lew ei raw 

her ei bag ei dant ei gafr ei mam ei llew ei rhaw 

our ein bag ein dant ein gafr ein mam ein llew ein rhaw 

your (pl) eich bag eich dant eich gafr eich mam eich llew eich rhaw 

their eu bag eu dant eu gafr eu mam eu llew eu rhaw 



As a side note, these are all often followed by the personal pronouns, especially for emphasis or to avoid 

confusion: ei mam hi, her mother (lit. “her mother she”), rather than just ei mam. It can also help by 

bracketing the whole noun phrase: ei hen gath dew hi, “her fat old cat.” 

 

Pronuncation note: Many of these pronouns are misspelled. They ought to be spelled fy, dy, i, i, yn, ych, i 
or eu (with all the Ys like English A in about). They were re-spelled by William Salesbury in the 1600s to 

connect them (wrongly) to Latin eius “his / her / its”, and his spellings have been kept to avoid confusion 

with similar words. Now they may be pronounced either as spelled, or as in the series as given just above. 

There is an argument that fy, in fact, probably ought to be spelled fyn, since in speech it is often 

pronounced yn or even just ’n. 

  

It’s important to be able to produce the mutations, but also to be able to undo them when looking up a 

word. Most but not all online dictionaries are pretty helpful in doing the work for you; paper dictionaries 

almost never. 

 

Starts with: Look under:  Starts with: Look under:  Starts with: Look under: 

A A, G  G C, G  O G, O 

B B, P  NG C, G  PH P 

CH C, (CH,) G  H A, E, H, I, O, U, W, Y  R G, (R,) RH 

D D, T  I GI, I  TH T, (TH) 

DD D, (DD)  L G, (L,) LL  U G, U 

E E, G  M B, M, P  W G, W 

F B, (F,) M  N D, N, T  Y G, Y 

 
The letters in parentheses indicate letters which are unlikely to begin radicals that aren’t English borrowings.  

 

Vocabulary and Exercises: 

 
Frequency: 

 

gweld (gwel·), v.   see          (old-fashioned gweled) 

ti / di, pron.    you (singular and informal) 

dy
L

, poss. pron.,    your (singular and informal) 

pobl / pobol, -oedd, f.  people 

peth, -au, m.    thing 

rhan, -nau, f.    part 

iawn, adj. / adv.   right (good / correct); very 

pob, adj.     every (goes before the noun but does not cause the soft mutation) 

 

Theme: Animals 

 

buwch, buchod, f.   cow 

cadno, -aid, m.   fox (S. Wales) 

cath, -od, f.   cat 

ceffyl, -au, m.   horse 

ci, cŵn, m.   dog 

dafad, defaid, f.   sheep 

draig, dreigiau, f.   dragon 

gafr, geifr, f.   goat 

iâr, ieir, f.   chicken 

llwynog, -od, m.   fox (N. Wales) 

llygoden, llygod, f.   mouse 

mochyn, moch, m.  pig 



Dialogue: 

 

Exercise:  Translate the following into Welsh, using the appropriate mutations: 

 

1. My car     (car)    8. My phone  (ffôn) 

2. Your shirt    (crys)   9. Your food  (bwyd) 

3. His friend    (cyfaill)   10. His application (cais) 

4. Her pencil    (pensil)   11. Her shoes  (esgidiau) 

5. Our hedgehog   (draenog)  12. Our garden  (gardd) 

6. Your (pl.) kitchen  (cegin)   13. Your (pl.) song (cân) 

7. Their books    (llyfrau)   14. Their rubbish (sbwriel) 

 

Useful patterns to memorize: 

 

O ble wyt ti’n dod? / O ble ydych chi’n dod?   (Where do you come from? [informal / formal]) 

Dw i’n dod o
L

 ________________    (I come from ___________; note the soft mutation) 

  



Lesson Two, Level B 
 

The most common situation that causes Welsh words to mutate is when they follow certain trigger words. 

Here is a fairly complete list, omitting some words which lenite by reasons of word order / grammar: 

 

Soft Mutation  Nasal Mutation 

a interrogative / relative particle  fy my 

ail second  yn / ’n my (colloquial form) 

am around, about  yn / ym / yng in 

ar on, upon   [5, 7–10, 12, 15, 20, 40, 60, 100 occasionally]  

at toward, to   

cyn as, so (+ equative adjective) 
(exceptions: words in LL- and RH-) 

 Aspirate Mutation 

dacw there is  a and 

dan / tan under  â as, with 

dau two (m.)  chwe(ch) six 

dros / tros across  ei her 

drwy / trwy through  gyda with 

dwy two (f.)  ’i her        (exception: as the object of a conjugated verb) 

dy your                                                   (singular  informal)  na that . . . not 

dyma here is  ni / oni not / unless, until 

dyna there is  o if 

ei his  sha to, towards                     (S. Wales dialectal from of tua) 

fe affirmative particle (South Wales)  tri three 

gan by, with  tua towards 

go rather  ’w her                                                       (but not his, their) 

heb without    

hyd until  H-prefixing 

i to, for                                    (exceptions: maes, mewn, mi, ti)  ar (only with ugain) 

’i his               (exception: as the object of a conjugated verb)  ei her 

mi affirmative particle (North Wales)  ein our 

mor as, so 
(exceptions: words in LL- and RH-) 

 eu their 

na that . . . not 
(exceptions: words in P-, T-, and C-) 

 ’i his / her 

o from, of  ’m my 

neu or  ’n our 

ni; oni not; if not / unless 
(exceptions: words in P-, T-, and C-; nouns, adjs, and advs) 

[exceptions to the exceptions: gwaeth, gwiw, rhaid] 

 ’u their 

o from, of  ’w his / her / their 

pa what, what sort of    

pan when    

’r, y, yr the  (exceptions: masc. nouns, plurals, fem. nouns in LL- & RH-) 

  [exceptions to the exceptions: feminine substantival adjectives in LL- & RH-, dau (m), tair (f), pl. of pobl] 

rhy too    

un one    (exception: masc. nouns, fem. nouns  in LL- and RH-) 

similar, same                                               (no exceptions*) 
 *Well, one exception: Some speakers apply the mutations for “one” to “similar, same.” 

← Also,  for both, feminine substantive adjectives in LL- and RH- do mutate.  

’th your                                                    (singular informal)    

’w his                                                         (but not her, their)    

wele behold    

wrth by, next to    

yn predicative particle 
(exceptions: words in LL- and RH-) 

   

 



Vocabulary:  

 
Frequency 

 

sylw (sylw·), v.   notice 

dilyn (dilyn·), v.   follow 

syniad, -au, m.,   idea 

cartref, -i, m.,    home 

amlwg, adj.    obvious       (eq. amlwced, comp. amlwcach, superl. amlwcaf) 

adref, adv.    home (motion to); homeward  

 

Theme: Animals 

 

asyn, -nau, m.  donkey 

blaidd, bleiddiau, m. wolf 

carw, ceirw, m.  deer 

cawrfil, -od, m.  elephant 

cwningen, cwningod, m. rabbit 

dwrgi, dwrgwn, m.  otter 

dyfrgi, dyfrgwn, m. otter 

draenog, -od, m.  hedgehog 

eliffant, -od, m.  elephant 

gwenci, gwencïod, f. weasel 

gwiber, -od, f.  adder 

gwiwer, -od, f.  squirrel 

neidr, nadredd, f.  snake 

sarff, seirff, f.  snake 

ych, -en, m.    ox 

  



Lesson Two, Level C 
 
Many of the causes of mutations are triggered by grammatical circumstances rather than just words. Occasionally, this is due 
to a word that just gets elided in speech and less formal writing. The relative and interrogative pronoun aL, for example, is 
usually omitted. You hear A oes heddwch? in the Eisteddfod, but an ordinary speaker would just ask Oes heddwch? Although 
the aL is usually omitted in questions, its mutation remains. This is particularly common with the particles aL, feL, miL and 
niH/L.  
 
Soft Mutation 
 
1) Almost all of the grammatical mutations are lenition. The most common grammatical mutation is in the context of 
feminine nouns. As mentioned in Level A, feminine nouns mutate after the definite article and after the numerals one and two. 
Feminine nouns also lenite their following adjectives: ci du but cath ddu. Exception: languages, which are feminine, do not 
mutate their following adjectives: Cymraeg pur, Gwyddeleg da, Saesneg gwael, etc. 
 
2) Another quite common case is when a noun or adjective is pressed into service as an adverb, without being preceded by yn. 
Doe “yesterday,” the noun, is much more common as ddoe “yesterday,” the adverb (time when). This is common with time 
words in general: Dydd Sul is “Sunday” but Ddydd Sul is “on Sunday.” 
 
3) The direct object of an inflected verb (i.e. a conjugated verb: any form that can take an object, but not the verb-noun and 
not the impersonal) undergoes soft mutation. This can be useful. Compare:  
 
Gwelodd fab yn glir   vs.  Gwelodd mab yn glir. 
‘He saw a boy clearly.’     ‘A boy saw clearly’     

or 
 
Lladdodd fab ei ffrind   vs.  Lladdodd mab ei ffrind. 
‘She killed her friend’s son.’    ‘A boy killed his friend.’     
 
The mutated fab indicates that the subject is he or she; the unmutated mab shows that mab is the subject. 
 
4) The impersonal forms of the verb, found only in literary Welsh, cause bod to mutate when it is being used as the 
conjunction “that.” 
 
5) A related mutation is that when anything besides the subject follows the verb (in other words, when anything is out of the 
normal order), the next element is mutated. Mae gen i gar, “I have a car”, because gen i has come between the verb (mae) 
and subject (car); otherwise, mae car gen i is normal. 
 
6) Words out of order in general cause mutations. When an adjective in the positive degree comes before the noun, the noun is 
mutated; sometimes after the superlative as well, but not the equative or comparative. Any noun can be placed before an 
adjective, for emphasis, causing mutation; around a dozen appear there regularly, such as hen ‘old’ and prif ‘main.’ 
Exceptions are pob, cyntaf when it precedes the noun, and masculine nouns after the ordinals “third” and above. Also, when 
adverbs preceed the adjective such as go and rhy, they cause a mutation but go and rhy are not themselves mutated. Not all 
of these adverbs are listed in Level B in order to keep the chart to one page. 
 
7) Similarly, there are a number of cases where degrees of the adjective are mutated: the exclamative “how!” in the equative 
degree of adjectives (the form ending in -ed), the superlative after po, “the more,” or of course any equative, comparative, or 
superlative used adverbially. 
 
8) Close compounds of two nouns in apposition, or where one noun modifies another, used to mutate in Middle Welsh. They 
do not in modern Welsh, but many set phrases survive where you see this kind of lenition. 
 
9) In Middle Welsh, the vocative particle aL caused lenition. The particle, used for directly addressing someone, is now found 



only in the most formal registers of Welsh, but the mutation occasionally remains: Foneddigion a boneddigesau, “Ladies and 
gentlemen,” mutates the initial boneddigion. 
 
10) The conjunction tra “while” can cause forms of the verb bod to mutate, but this varies from speaker to speaker. 
 
Nasalization 
 
Many numbers cause the nasal mutation, especially with the nouns blwyddyn / blwydd “year(s)” and diwrnod, and less often 
with other words of time. There are: pum (5), saith (7), wyth (8), naw (9), deng (10), deuddeng (12), pymtheng (15), 
deunaw (18), ugain (20), deugain (40), hanner can (50), trigain (60), can (100), as well as their compounds. Note that in 
many cases the form given here is not the radical, but the combining form with nouns that nasalize, so deg becomes deng, etc.  
 
In speech this is vanishingly rare with other nouns, but occasionally it will be employed in the literary language, especially 
with 5, 7, 9, and 10, and with certain words (e.g. buwch, diwrnod). 
 
Aspiration 
 
There are a few words which are exceptions to the general pattern. A and na occasionally cause wedi and wedyn to become 
chwedi and chwedyn. Similarly, the words gan and gyda sometimes remember that they comes from Middle Welsh can and 
cyd â, and mutate accordingly to chan and chyda.  
 

Vocabulary 
 
Frequency 
 
trefnu (trefn·), v.     organize, arrange 
arfer, -ion, m.     habit, custom 
llais, lleisiau, m.     voice 
union, adj.      exact 
 
Theme: Animals 
 

arth, eirth, f.   bear 
broch, -ion, m.   badger 
carlwm, carlymod, m.  stoat 
chwilen, chwilod, f.  beetle 
gwenynen, gwenyn, f.  bee 
mochyn daear, moch daear, m. badger 
pathew, -od, m.   dormouse 
pili pala, pilipalod, m.  butterfly 
twrch daear, tyrchod daear, m. mole 
ysgyfarnog, -od, f.  hare 
ystlum, -od, m.   bat 

  



Lesson Three: Sentence Basics and Pronouns 
Diagnostic Page, Lesson 3 

 

Question 1:  

Do you know the order Welsh 
prefers for object, subject, and 

verb? 

No: Go to Level A 

Yes: See Question 2 

Question 2:  

Do you know the difference 
between  

fi, myfi, and finnau ? 

No: Go to Level B 

Yes: See Question 3 

Question 3:  

Do you know the difference 
between hwn and hyn, and 

between arall and llall ?   

No: Go to Level C 

Yes: Skip Lesson Three 



Lesson Three: Sentence Basics and Pronouns 
Lesson Three, Level A 

 
The basic English sentence consists of three segments:  Subject  +  Verb  +  Predicate 
 
For short, it is known as an SVO language (subject-verb-object). Welsh, on the other hand, is VSO (verb-subject-object), and 
in addition uses particles. For that reason, the basic Welsh sentence consists of five segments: 
 

Preverbal Particle + Verb  + Subject + Linking Particle + Predicate 
 
This is different from English, and it is absolutely critical to understand this pattern in order to understand Welsh. 
 
Particles are words that don’t have a literal meaning, but instead tell you something about the grammar or the sentence as a 
whole. They occur regularly in literary Welsh and in the formal spoken language, but only occasionally in Colloquial Welsh. 
Even if you don’t see or hear them, though, you’ll notice the mutation they leave behind. There are three particles that begin 
a sentence: 
 
Positive   y /yr       (literary Welsh). Yr is used before vowels and H, y before consonants. 

feL       (spoken form, South Wales) 
miL       (spoken form, North Wales) 

    Means “this sentence is not a question, and it is not negative” 
 
Negative   nid / ni H/L     (literary Welsh) Nid is used before vowels, ni before consonants.   

d- or just the mutation, H/L
  (spoken form)  

dim       (Colloquial Welsh and copula) 
    Means not or “this sentence is negative” 
 
Interrogative  aL        (literary Welsh) 

just the mutation, L   (spoken form) 
ai       (copula in both literary and spoken Welsh) 

    Means “this sentence is a question” 
 
There is no negative interrogative. To make a negative sentence into a question, just add the tag on’d ydy? to the end of your 
sentence. It means “isn’t it?” (Other persons vary the verb: on’d wyt? on’d ydyn? ) With a positive sentence, you can use 
forms with na(c)—nac ydy, “isn’t it?” The tag in Welsh is very mild, and forms a single unit with the preceeding sentence 
rather than a separate thought. The net effect is just to adjust the flavour of the main sentence rather than challenge it.  

[The first word is usually spelled ond in Modern Welsh, but I’ve retained the apostrophe here because it comes from onid, not from 
ond “but.” Okay, technically ond also derives from onid, but I still think it’s useful to keep them separate.] 

 
Verbs. The Welsh verb can be conjugated (marked for person, number, tense, and mood; Welsh verbs don’t have voice). 
Often, only the verb bod ‘be’ is conjugated, and the main verb is left as a verb-noun (marked for neither person, number, 
tense, nor mood) in the predicate. In literary Welsh there is an additional form called the impersonal which is not marked for 
person or number, only tense and mood. 
 
Subject. In the literary language, pronouns are usually omitted, as the form of the verb makes it clear which person and 
number you are using. In the spoken language, where the distinct forms have run together, the pronoun is usually expressed. 
 
Particles again. Between the subject and the predicate is a linking word. The most common by far is yn, which causes the 
soft mutation for nouns, adjectives, and adverbs (see Lesson Two, Level B), but does not mutate verb-nouns. Most of the 
common Welsh prepositions can be pressed into service as a linking particle. 
 
Predicate—the rest of the sentence, whether the object, a phrase, a dependent clause, or some combination. 



Sentence Types: 
Example:    You = subject  are = verb  {opening the door} = predicate 
 
1) Positive:   You are opening the door.   subject + verb + predicate 
2) Negative:   You are not opening the door.  subject + verb + negative adverb + predicate 
             The word not shows that the sentence is negative. 
3) Interrogative:  Are you opening the door?   verb + subject + predicate + ? (=intonation) 
        ↭       Subject and verb reverse order in English questions. 
 
There is a fourth type of sentence, the copula, where the verb “to be” more or less functions as an equals sign, and where 
what is to the right of the verb in English, the complement, describes the subject. In Welsh, the copula construction is optional 
unless the complement begins with “the.” 
 
4) Copula:   You are the door.     subject + verb + complement. 
4a) Negative copula: You are not the door.    subject + verb + negative adverb + complement 
4b) Interrog. copula:  Are you the door?     verb + subject + complement 
        ↭ 
Note that in English, the question is indicated by two things: putting the verb before the subject, and raising the pitch of the 
last word. Since nearly every Welsh sentence begins with the verb, and every word ends with a rising intonation, this system 
doesn’t work for Welsh at all! 
 
1) Positive:   Rwyt ti’n agor y drws.    particle + verb + subject + particle + predicate 
2) Negative:   Dwyt ti ddim yn agor y drws.  particle + verb + subject + neg. adv. + part. + pred. 
3) Interrogative:  Wyt ti’n agor y drws?    (particle) + verb + subject + particle + predicate + ? 

The particle here has been absorbed into the verb:    [Note: ddim is the negative adverb, literally ‘nothing’] 
yr wyt  → rwyt    
nid wyt  → dwyt    
a wyt  → wyt 
 

The copula is different, in that the verb now comes in the second position, with no particle; the subject still follows the verb. 
 
4) Copula:   Y drws wyt ti.     complement + verb + subject. 
4a) Neg. copula:  Nid y drws wyt ti. (Literary)  negative part. + complement + verb + subject. 
     Dim y drws wyt ti. (Colloquial) 
4b) Interr. copula:  Ai’r drws wyt ti?    interrog. particle + complement + verb + subject. 
 
The copula pattern can be used for focused sentences, where the predicate gets extra emphasis. 
 
All of this will make the forms of “to be” clearer, because the most basic verb in Welsh, bod, has different forms for these 
different sentence types, mostly from the particles but with the important exceptions of mae and maen. 
 

BOD (to be)↷ Positive (Literary → Spoken) Negative (Lit. → Spoken) Interrogative (Lit. → Spoken) Copula 

I am Rydw    → Dw i Dydw    → Dw i ddim Ydw i? ydw i 

you (s) are Rwyt     →  — ti Dwyt     → — ti ddim Wyt     → — ti? wyt ti 

he / she / it is Mae e / hi Dydy     → Dyw e / hi ddim Ydy e? / hi? yw e/ hi 

we are Rydyn   → Dyn ni Dydyn   → Dyn ni ddim Ydyn   → Dyn ni? ydyn ni 

you (pl) are Rydych → Dych chi Dydych → Dych chi ddim Ydych  → Dych chi? ydych chi 

they are Maen nhw Dydyn   → Dyn nhw ddim Ydyn   → Dyn nhw? ydyn nhw 

 
Notes: in Welsh, the “they” form is only used for the pronoun. A plural noun, if expressed, takes the singular verb: Mae Rhys 
or Mae Rhys & Sara. The word for “they,” nhw, is usually pronounced nw when said independently. There is no Welsh word 
for “it,” because Welsh doesn’t have a neuter gender. “It” is either “he” or “she,” depending on whether the noun is 
grammatically masculine or feminine. In North Wales, the pronoun for “he” is “o” rather than “e,” and the forms dyn and 



dych are dan and dach, and the copula form is ydy, like the interrogative, rather than yw. There are a few other North / 
South differences in the colloquial (spoken) forms, of which the most divergent are two South Welsh patterns for the negative 
sentence: 

sa i’n or sai’n  = I am not; all other persons use so, e.g. so chi’n 
smo fi’n   = I am not; all persons use smo, e.g. smo chi’n 

 
It’s quite difficult to go more than two or three sentences in Welsh without the glorious, versatile yn, so it’s worth examining 
the three different kinds. 
 
1. YnØ / ’nØ: linking particle with predicate verbs 
 

Just like English, most Welsh sentences use the periphrastic (roundabout) construction, so instead of 
saying “he sings right now,” we usually say “he is singing right now.” The Welsh form of the 
participle “singing” is the verb-noun (berfenw), the dictionary form of the verb. Canu can be “to 
sing” (verb) or “singing” (noun), which is why it’s called a verb-noun. Think of yn as a giant hook: if 
a Welsh sentence has a predicate, it requires yn or something equivalent to hang it on. Yn causes no 
mutation in verbs. 

 
The yn isn’t translated, but you can think of it as “in the process of / engaged in” if you need a meaning for it.  
 

2a. YnL / ’nL: linking particle with predicate adjectives, etc. 
 
If the predicate is an adjective (mae e’n dda, “he is good”) or anything other than a verb-noun, the yn causes the soft 
mutation (P → B, T → D, C → G; B → F, D → DD, G → Ø; M → F). Note that LL & RH are not affected in this case. 

 
2b. YnL / ’nL: The Adverb-o-tron™ / -ly. 
 

Predicate yn can also change any adjective into an adverb, similar to the way English can add -ly to short adjectives. 
Mae e’n canu “he sings” + ofnadwy (“terrible”): mae e’n canu’n ofnadwy “he sings terribly.” Mae hi’n dda, “she is 
good,” mae hi’n teimlo’n dda, “she is feeling well.” 
 

3. YnN / yngN / ymN: prepositional phrases 
 

The preposition yn “in” causes nasal mutation and, just to be tricky, can change form. Before nouns beginning with B, M, 
or P, yn becomes ym: Ym Mangor, ym man ym Mangor, ym man ym Mhrifysgol Bangor, “in Bangor, in a place in 
Bangor, in a place in Bangor University.” Before nouns beginning with C or G, yn becomes yng: yng Ngwent yng 
Nghymru, “in Gwent in Wales.” Otherwise, it is yn, but still causes T or D to mutate: yn nhref yn Ne Cymru “in a town in 
South Wales.” This yn is never reduced to ’n. 
 

4. YnN / ’nN: first person possessive pronoun (Colloquial Welsh only) 
 
 The possessive pronoun fyN can be reduced to ynN or even ’nN in speech. 

 
Vocabulary and Exercises: 
 

Frequency 

 

a
L

, part.     interrogative preverbal particle  

ni
H/L

 / nid, part.   negative preverbal particle       (nid before vowels)  

y / yr, part.    positive preverbal particle       (yr before vowels) 

yn
N

, prep.    in (before everything except B, C, G, M, P) 

yng
N

, prep.    in (before C, G) 

ym
N

, prep.    in (before B, P, M) 

yn
(L)

/ ’n
(L)

, part.    linking verbal particle        (’n after vowels) 



da, adj.     good          (equ. cystal; comp. gwell; superl. gorau) 

hefyd, adv.    too, also 

dim, n.m.; adv.   anything, nothing; no, not 

dyn, -ion, m.    man; person 

rhaid, rheidiau, m.  need, necessity 

e / fe, pron.    he (South Wales)         (e after most verbs, fe independently) 

o / fo, pron.    he (North Wales)        (o after most verbs, fo independently) 

ei
L

, poss. pron.   his 

ei
H/+H

, poss. pron.   her 

dod (deu· / irregular), v. come 

mynd (a· / irregular), v. go 

 

Theme: Food 

 

afal, -au, m.  apple 

bara, m.  bread 

cawl, m.  soup 

caws, m.  cheese 

crempog, -au, f.  pancake, crêpe 

dŵr, dyfroedd, m.  water 

ffrwyth, -au, m.  fruit 

llaeth, m. (S)  milk 

llefrith, m. (N)  milk 

siwgr, m.  sugar 

te, m.  tea 

teisen, f. (S)  cake 

wy, -au, m.  egg 

wynwynyn, wynwyn, m. onion 

ymenyn, m.  butter 

 
Dialogue: 
 
Useful patterns to memorize: 
 
Mae Rhys yn darllen llyfr.     [Rhys is reading a book] 
Dydy e ddim yn darllen llyfr.    [He is not reading a book] 
Ydy e’n darllen llyfr?      [Is he reading a book?] 
 
Exercise 1: 
 
Translate the following into Welsh, using the vocabulary canu [sing], darllen [read], yfed [drink], cân [song], llyfr [book], 
and cwrw [beer]: 
 
1. I am singing a song.      8. She is not singing a song. 

2. You (s.) are not drinking beer.    9.  He is not reading a book. 
3. Is he singing a song?      10. I am not drinking. 
4. Is she drinking beer?      11. Are you (s.) reading? 
5. We are not reading a book.    12. They are not singing. 
6. You (pl.) are not drinking beer.   13. I am reading, aren’t I? 
7. They are singing a song, aren’t they?  14. We are drinking beer. 
 
Exercise 2: 
 
Arrange the following words in the basic Welsh word order: 



1. cân, canu, mae, Nia, yn 
2. cân, canu, ddim, dydy, Nia, yn 
3. cwrw, maen, nhw, yfed, yn 
4. cwrw, nhw, ydyn, yfed, yn 
5. chi, darllen, dydych, ddim, llyfr, yn 
6. darllen, llyfr, ti, wyt, yn 
7. darllen, dw, i, llyfr, yn 
8. cân, canu, mae, hi, yn 
9. cân, canu, hi, ydy, yn 
  



Lesson Three, Level B 
 
Welsh has several kinds of personal pronouns (I, you, he, she, it, we, they). The singular pronouns have some variation as 
they can be mutated or drop the weakly articulated F, or both. 
 

Basic Pronouns Emphatic Pronouns 
English 

 
Literary Welsh 

 
Spoken Welsh 

 
Contrastive Emphatic° 

(rare) 
Emphatic Contrastive‡ 

(vanishingly rare) 
I, me mi fi, i* finnau, innau* myfi myfinnau 

you (s) ti ti, di† 
chdi∞ (N.) 

tithau, dithau† tydi tydithau 

he, him ef fo / o (N.)* 
fe / e (S.)* 

yntau efô (N) 
efe (S) 

efyntau 

she, her hi hi hithau hyhi hyhithau 

we, us ni ni ninnau nyni nyninnau 

you (pl) chwi chi chwithau chwychwi chwychwithau 

they, them hwy (occ. hwynt) nhw hwyntau  
hwythau 

hwynt·hwy hwyntau  
hwythau 

 
With this chart, the basic pronouns work much as they do in English. Where there is a choice of two, the independent form is 
listed first (fi, ti, fo / fe). The second form (i, di, o / e) is used after conjugated forms of verbs and prepositions. Welsh does not 
have case, so the same word is used for “he” and “him,” etc. More specific rules are listed below, in smaller type. 
 
The Contrastive column is a set of pronouns that does not exist in English. It is used when the pronoun needs to be 
distinguished from something else. So the Welsh-American newspaper, Ninnau, just means “us,” but with a shade of meaning 
“us as opposed to somebody else—like those people who aren’t Welsh-Americans.” In some contexts, it can be translated as 
an emphatic us, while in others it is “us, too” or “and us.” The constrastive forms can also be used with the possessive 
pronouns for emphasis: fy nghi i, “my dog” (neutral) vs. fy nghi innau, “my dog” (as opposed to someone else’s). The 
masculine singular yntau is colloquially ynte or just ’te (S. Wales), and can mean “so, therefore, then.” 
 
The other two columns are uncommon. Welsh prefers to emphasize words by changing the word order or adding words rather than 
speaking more loudly, as in English. So nyni is just the word ni, twice, and is equivalent to what “us” in English spoken with a stronger 
stress. The final column is both emphatic and contrastive, but is exceedingly rare. 
 
* i and e / o: After conjugated verbs and prepositions, and in compound prepositions, and as the echoing pronoun following the 

possessive pronoun (fy nghath i, ei gath e / ei gath o). Note that the imperfect uses i in the first person but fo / fe in the third. The 
contrastive pronouns follow the same rules. 

†  di: After conjugated verbs in the future and imperative (except paid), and as the echoing pronoun following the possessive pronoun 
(dy gath di). 

∞ chdi: Independently and after prepositions, articles, and particles; use ti as the subject after conjugated verb forms, but chdi as the 
object. 

°  Emphatic forms: Unusually, these are stressed on the final syllable. 
‡  Emphatic contrastive forms: Basically, nobody uses these outside of grammar books. There are a handful of examples from the 19th 

century, mostly in poetry. 
 

When the pronoun is emphasized by its syntax (word order), it is preceded by the definite article: y fi, y ti, y fe, etc. 
 
There is no specific set of reflexive pronouns in Welsh. Like English, the word -self is added to the possessive pronouns, 
though it is a separate word. In North Welsh the word is hun (fy hun, dy hun, ei hun, etc.). In South Welsh, it is hunan in the 
singular and hunain in the plural (fy hunan, ein hunain, etc.). 
 
Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 



 
symud (symud·), v. move 
galw (galw·), v.  call 
profiad, -au, m.,   experience 
gwasanaeth, -au, m.,  service 
lawr, adv.   down 
 
Food 
      
blawd, m.   flour 
cig, -au, m.   meat 
coffi, m.    coffee 
cwrw, cyrfau, m.  beer 
garlleg, m.   garlic 
gwin, -oedd, m.  wine 
halen, m.    salt 
llysiau, llysieuau, m. vegetable 
meipen, maip, f.  swede (N. America: rutabaga) 
moronen, moron, f. carrot 
olew, -on, m.   oil 
pubr, m.    pepper 
taten, tatws, f.   potato 

  



 

Lesson Three, Level C 
 
The personal pronouns (I, you, he, she) are only one type of pronoun. Another is the demonstrative (this, that, 
these, those). The masculine and feminine are used to represent a noun or pronoun of the appropriate gender. If 
the concept is abstract, for instance if “this” refers to a whole sentence, Welsh uses the plural form, which is as 
close as the language gets to a neuter pronoun. 

 

*In informal Welsh, there exists an intermediate form, hwnna / honna, derived from hwn yna / hon yna. This can largely be used 
interchangeably with hwnnw / honno. For some speakers, though, hwnnw / honno indicates a greater degree of distance: out of sight or 
farther away, while hwnna / honna is within sight or close by. 
 
The demonstrative can also be used as an adjective, “this X” or “that Y.” This usage puts the definite article 
before the noun, because you can’t demonstrate a particular example without being definite, and the 
demonstrative word after, in the place of an adjective. For “this,” you can also use yma (colloquial ’ma), and for 
that you can use yna (colloquial ’na), which has the advantage that you don’t need to remember the gender of the 
noun. 
 

 
 
A similar system is used when the demonstrative is a part of a modifying phrase, that is, is set of words that gives 
more information about the main noun. In this case, the definite article is used. The most famous example is the 
Lord’s Prayer: Ein Tad, yr hwn wyt yn y nefoedd. “Our father, who art in heaven.” Wyt is used because the 
phrase is addressed directly to Ein Tad, Our Father, and yr hwn to show that the whole phrase gives more 
information about him: Our Father, {the one who} (=yr hwn) is in heaven. This meaning of “the one who” or 
“this, which” is known as the relative demonstrative. Note the difference in the masculine and feminine plural. 

 

Demonstrative Pronoun Masculine Feminine Abstract 

This → hwn hon hyn 

That* → hwnna honna  

That → hwnnw honno hynny 

These → hyn 

Those → hynny 

 Demonstrative Adjective Masculine  Feminine Abstract 

This y(r) X hwn / ’ma y(r) X hon / ’ma — 

That y(r) X hwnnw / ’na y(r) X honno / ’na — 

These y(r) X hyn / ’ma — 

Those y(r) X hynny / ’na — 



 
There are other pronouns that work similarly with regard to the article, sometimes confusingly: 
 Y neb, “anyone who,” differs from neb, “no one” or “anyone.” 

Y sawl, “the many who” / “those who” as opposed to sawl (many a), which is equivalent to llawer (many a). 
Sawl is also used as shorthand for pa sawl? (how much / how many). 

Yr un can be the one, but is usually a set phrase meaning “same” or “the same.” The plural is y rhai; rhai on 
its own means “some.” 
 
The correlative pronouns always take the article: 

Y naill (the one). . . y llall (the other), not to be confused with un “one” and arall “another.” The plural of 
llall is lleill. Take this sentence from Y Cenhadwr Americanaidd XVI (1865): 
 Dibyna dyn ar gymdeithas, fel y naill aelod yn y corff ar y lleill. . . 
 A man depends upon community, as one limb in the body [depends] on the others. . .   
 
As adjectives, however, it is naill and arall that pair up to modify expressed nouns. From the end of the sentence 
above: 
 . . . a’r naill wlad ar wlad arall. 
 . . . and the one nation upon another nation. 
 
Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 
 
medru (medr·), v.   be able to, know how to 
mudiad, -au, m.   movement 
llywodraeth, -au, f.  government 
sawl, adv.    the one(s) who; so many; many 
 
Theme: Food 
 
brechdan, -au, f.   sandwich 
burum, m.    yeast 
ceirch, pl.    oats 
cig eidion, m.   beef 
cig moch, m.    pork 
cig oen, m.    lamb 
cyw iâr, m.    chicken 

 Relative Masculine  Feminine Abstract 

the one who yr hwn yr hon yr hyn 

that one who yr hwnnw yr honno yr hynny 

these who y rhain (< y rhai hyn) yr hyn 

those who y rheiny (< y rhai hynny) yr hynny 



gwenith, pl.    wheat 
llymru, m.    flummery 
pigoglys, f.    spinach 
selsigen, selsig, f.   sausage 
uwd, m.     gruel, porridge 
ysglodion, pl.   french fries (N. Am.) / chips (UK)  



Lesson Four: Prepositions as Linking Particles; If 
Diagnostic Page, Lesson 4 

 

Question 1:  

Do you know the difference 
between yn plus verb and wedi 

plus verb ? 

No: Go to Level A 

Yes: See Question 2 

Question 2:  

Do you what prepositions besides 
yn and wedi can function as 

linking particles? 

No: Go to Level B 

Yes: See Question 3 

Question 3:  

Do you know the difference 
between os and pe ?   

No: Go to Level C 

Yes: Skip Lesson Four 



Lesson Four: Prepositions as Linking Particles, If 
 

Lesson Four, Level A 
 
Mae Nia yn canu, “Nia is singing,” is the basic Welsh sentence pattern. But what if Nia has finished singing, or 
hasn’t started yet? Welsh offers two solutions: either change the tense of the verb, which is complicated, or change 
the linking particle, which is very, very easy.  
 
As with the French Nia chante or the Italian Nia canta, the present tense can be translated three ways in English: 
 
 Mae Nia yn canu   Nia is singing / Nia does sing / Nia sings. 
 
In English, “Nia sings” can have the sense of “Nia [often / usually / in general] sings,” which in Welsh is 
communicated a bit better using other constructions; “Nia does sing” is emphatic, and is achieved in Welsh by 
stressing the word yn. 
 
 So,  Mae Nia yn canu        Nia is singing / Nia sings 
   Mae Nia yn canu        Nia does sing 
  (future construction:  Bydd Nia yn canu  Nia sings [habitually] / Nia will sing 
      or  Cân Nia / Nia a gân (Literary), Mi ganith Nia (N), Fe ganiff Nia (S)) 
  otherwise   Mae Nia yn arfer canu Nia (habitually) sings / is in the habit of singing 
 
With verb-nouns, the preposition wedi, “after,” can be used in exactly the same way as yn to form the past tense 
(technically, the preterite, also described as past perfect or past definite). Note that wedi cannot be used this way 
with predicate nouns, adjectives, or adverbs, or to form the imperfect tense. Exception: from the English 
translations, some set phrases derived from verbs look like they use wedi in this way: Mae Nia wedi blino, “Nia is 
tired” (blino, “to tire”). 
 
   yn       →          wedi 
Mae Nia yn canu:  Nia is singing | Mae Nia wedi canu    Nia sang 
      (imperfect tense: Roedd Nia yn canu)     Nia was singing 
Mae Nia yn canu:  Nia does sing | Mae Nia wedi canu    Nia did sing 
 
Mae Nia wedi canu can be translated “Nia has sung,” “Nia sang,” or, if wedi is stressed, “Nia did sing,” but it 
would be incorrect to translate it as “Nia was singing.” With predicate nouns, adjectives, and adverbs, mae. . .yn 
becomes mae . . . wedi bod yn, which can also be used with verb-nouns to form the present perfect continuous 
(has been, have been). You  should not double the wedis: “wedi bod wedi” is sometimes technically possible, but 
best avoided. 
 

   yn       →        wedi bod yn 
Mae Nia yn canu   Nia is singing; | Mae Nia wedi bod yn canu  Nia has been singing 
Mae Nia yn gantores  Nia is a singer; | Mae Nia wedi bod yn gantores  Nia used to be a singer 
Mae Nia yn hapus  Nia is happy; | Mae Nia wedi bod yn hapus  Nia used to be happy 
                (used to be = has been, but is not now) 
 
The future can use yn mynd iL, literally “going to,” for its periphrastic future. Note the mutation! As with wedi, it 
needs to add the verb bod with predicate nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. 
 



Mae Nia yn mynd i ganu    Nia is going to sing 
Mae Nia yn mynd i fod yn gantores Nia is going to be a singer   
Mae Nia yn mynd i fod yn hapus  Nia is going to be happy.   
 
Vocabulary and Exercises: 

 

Frequency 

 

cael (caf·, irregular), v.   get 

gwneud (gwn·, irregular), v.  do, make 

ni, pron.      we; us 

ein
+H

, poss. pron.,    our 

byd, -oedd, m.    world 

iaith, ieithoedd, f.    language 

llawer, -oedd, m.    many, lot 

yma / ’ma, adv.    here; now 

yna / ’na, adv.    there; then 

 

Theme: Occupation 

 

athro, athrawon, m.   teacher (m) 

athrawes, -au, f.    teacher (f) 

cigydd, ion, m.    butcher (m) 

cyfreithiwr, cyfreithwyr, m.  lawyer 

chwarelwr, chwarelwyr, m.  quarryman, miner 

ffermwr, ffermwyr, m.  farmer (m) 

ffermwraig, ffermwragedd, f. farmer (f) 

lleidr, lladron, m.   thief 

meddyg, -on, m.    medical doctor 

melinydd, -ion, m.   miller 

pobydd, -ion, m.    baker 

tafarnwr, tafarnwyr, m.  publican 

 

Dialogue: 

 

Useful patterns to memorize: 

 

Mae Rhys wedi darllen. 

Mae Rhys wedi bod yn darllen. 

Dydy Rhys ddim wedi darllen. 

Dydy Rhys ddim wedi bod yn darllen. 

Ydy Rhys wedi darllen? 

Ydy Rhys wedi bod yn darllen? 

 

Exercise 1: 

 

Use yn, wedi, or wedi bod yn to correctly translate the English into Welsh: 

 

1. Mae Nia __________ yfed cwrw.    (Nia drank beer.) 

2. Dydy Rhys ddim ___________ yfed cwrw.   (Rhys is not going to drink beer.) 

3. Mae Owain ___________ darllen llyfr.   (Owain is reading a book.) 

4. Ydy Owain ____________ canu cân?   (Did Owain sing a song?) 

5. Mae Rhys ac Owain _____________ canu.  (Rhys and Owain have been singing.) 

6. Dydyn ni ddim ___________ darllen llyfr.  (We have not read a book.) 

7. Dydych chi ddim __________ darllen llyfr.  (You are not reading a book.) 

8. Wyt ti _____________________ canu cân?  (Did you sing a song?) 



 

Creative Exercise: Write a short, three-sentence story. Use wedi in the first sentence for the past tense, yn in the 

second for the present tense, and mynd i 
L

 in the third sentence for the future. If you like, you can use ac wedyn “and 

afterwards” or ac yna “and then” as a transition between sentences.  



Lesson Four, Level B 

 
Other prepositions besides yn and wedi can function as linking particles. They add shades and nuances to the 
meaning of verbs, and although they are quite common they can be tricky to translate into English.  
 
amL

 “about” means “wants to” as a link:   Mae Nia am ganu  Nia wants to sing 
 
 Note that this isn’t just “wants,” it is “wants to,” which can only be followed by a verb. Welsh has other ways 
of expressing want, primarily using the word eisiau (see Lesson Eight, Level A). 
 
arL “on” means “(just) about to” as a link (alternatively, ar fin with no following mutation): 
 
 Mae Nia ar ganu  Nia is just about to sing 
 Mae Nia ar fin canu Nia is just about to sing  
 
 Ar moves the verb very slightly into the future, with the sense of something imminent. To move the action 
very slightly into the past, use newyddL “new,” with the mutation caused by newydd’s unusual position: 
 
 Mae Nia newydd ganu Nia has just sung. 
 
danL “under” indicates two actions that take place at the same time. It is very similar to wrth (see below), but less 

common, and tends to indicate a situation rather than an action.  
 
 There is a nursery rhyme that talks about:  
 

Lladon yn dwad [=dod] dan weu sana’ [=hosanau], “Robbers coming, knitting socks.”  
 
The fact that the robbers are coming and the fact that they are knitting socks have nothing to do with one 
another, but they are happening concurrently. 

 
drwyL “through” means “by” or “by means of”: 
 
 Mae Nia yn dysgu Cymraeg drwy ganu   Nia is learning Welsh by (means of) singing  
 
ganL “with” indicates simultaneous action. As a conjuction, gan is often translated “as,” “because,” or “since.” 
 
 Mae Nia yn dysgu Cymraeg gan ganu   Nia is learning Welsh, singing  
  (The singing has nothing to do with the learning; they’re just happening at the same time) 
 Other possible translations include “singing” “and singing” or even “with a song.” 
 
 Mae Nia yn dysgu Cymraeg, gan ei bod hi’n ddeallus  Nia is learning Welsh, since she is smart 
 
hebL “without” means “has not.” There is no practical difference from dydy. . .ddim wedi or ni(d) + the preterite. 
 
Mae Nia heb ganu   Nia has not sung. (Nia, at the present time [mae], has not [heb] sung.) 
Dydy Nia ddim wedi canu  Nia has not sung. (Nia, at the present time [ydy], has not [(ni)d. . . ddim] sung.) 
Ni chanodd Nia     Nia has not sung. (Nia, in the past [-odd], did not [ni(d)] sing.) 
 



 The popular Welsh song Cyfri’r Geifr (“Counting the goats”) begins: 
 
 Oes gafr eto? Oes, heb ei godro. Is there another goat? Yes, unmilked (“without its milking”).  
 
iL “to, for” is a rare way of subordinating a clause: Meddyliodd iddo glywed llais, “he thought that he heard a 
voice,”  literally “he thought to him hearing a voice.” The more common construction is to use bod: Meddyliodd ei 
fod e wedi clywed llais. 
 
newyddL: not really a preposition, so for this usage see under arL above. 
 
Other prepositions can be combined with verb-nouns to make adverbial phrases: 
 
oL “of” is very similar to wrthL (see below).  All it does is make clear that the verb-noun is being a participle and 
not an infinitive: edrych ar y tai can be either “to look at the houses / looking at the houses,” depending on 
context, but o edrych ar y tai can only be “looking at the houses.”  
 
wrthL “by” indicates two actions that take place together: 
 Mae Nia yn canu wrth ddysgu Cymraeg     Nia is singing while learning Welsh 
            Nia is singing as she learns Welsh 
            Nia is singing and learning Welsh 
            Nia is singing, learning Welsh 
 
(Learning is the primary activity, and the singing is subordinate to it.) Wrth + verb-noun can also be translated 
with “by verb-ing,” “in verb-ing,” “upon verb-ing,” or even “in the course of verb-ing,” depending on context. 
 
 
Dan, gan, o, and wrth in particular are often untranslated: canu, dan ganu, gan ganu, o ganu, and wrth ganu can 
all be rendered as “singing,” but there are nuances in Welsh that mean they are not always interchangeable.  

 
Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 
 
tynnu (tynn·), v.   pull, take (photograph), take off (clothing) 
teithio (teithi·), v.   travel 
diwrnod, -au, m.   day (length / duration of a day) 
sir, -oedd, f.    county, shire 
bynnag, adj.    -ever 
 
Theme: Occupation 
 
bardd, beirdd, m.   poet 
brenin, brenhinoedd, m. king 
brenhines, -au, f.   queen 
garddwr, garddwyr, m.  gardener 
masnachydd, -ion, m.  merchant 
milwr, milwyr, m.   soldier 
morwr, morwyr, m.  sailor 
offeiriad, offeiriaid, m.  priest 
saer, seiri, m.    joiner, carpenter 
saer coed, seiri coed, m.  carpenter 



saer maen, seiri maen, m. stonemason 
trysorydd, -ion, m.   treasurer (m) 
trysoryddes, -au, f.   treasurer (f) 
ysgrifennydd, -ion, m.  secretary (m) 
ysgrifennyddes, -edd, f.  secretary (f) 

  



Lesson Four, Level C 

 
Welsh has two words for “if,” os and pe (originally o and ped: knowing this will be useful later). If you’re familiar 
with how the subjunctive works in the Romance langauges, this will make immediate sense. If not, please bear 
with me. 
 
Os is used when the outcome of the if-clause is likely to come to pass in the judgement of the speaker, or if the 
speaker has no opinion on the matter. If the outcome is doubtful to unlikely, the conjunction is pe.  
 
Os:   If I win the game (I’m a star athlete or average player) 
  If it rains tomorrow (the sky is full of grey clouds; the weather is changeable) 
  If you see it well (and I expect that you will; you might) [the literal Welsh for please: os gwelwch yn dda] 
 
Pe:  If I win the game (but my team sucks) 
  = If I were to win the game 
  If it rains tomorrow (but it’s July, and the nearest cloud is a thousand miles away) 
  = If it were to rain tomorrow 
  If you see it well (but you won’t) [pe gwelech yn dda] 
  = If you were to see it well 
 
Using os with verbs is easy: just use the ordinary forms, and the interrogative forms with bod (ydy / yw; oes), 
never **os mae. The form oH, rare in the modern language, causes the spirant mutation. The suffix -s blocks any 
mutation. (It was originally a third-person infixed object pronoun ’s or, in some cases, the old third-person singular copula ys.) 
 

Because pe is inherently contrary to fact, it takes the subjunctive mood. In the spoken language and in most forms 
of written Welsh, it combines with the imperfect or pluperfect forms of bod to make a special conditional form. 
The preferred tense of the pe- forms depends on dialect; there is no distinction in meaning. I recommend learning 
the fuller form derived from the pluperfect, in bold below. For the forms of bod, os is used with the imperfect, but 
only rarely with the pluperfect. 
 
Pluperfect: os     pe (forms in peb- can also be written with a space, pe b-) 
 

Os buaswn (i)  ped buaswn  > pebaswn i,   petaswn i, taswn i, swn i, sen i    
Os buasit (ti)   ped buasit  > pebaset ti,   petaset ti, taset ti, set ti 
Os buasai (ef / hi) ped buasai > pebasai fe / hi,  petasai fe, tasai fe, sai fe (sa fo, N) 
Os buasem (ni)  ped buasem > pebasen ni,   petasen ni, tasen ni, sen ni 
Os buasech (chwi) ped buasech > pebasech chi,   petasech chi, tasech chi, sech chi 
Os buasent (hwy) ped buasent > pebasen nhw,   petasen nhw, tasen nhw, sen nhw 
 

Imperfect: os     pe (forms in peb- can be written with a space, pe b-) 
 

Os byddwn (i)  ped byddwn i  > pebawn i, petawn i, tawn i 
Os byddit (ti)  ped byddit  > pebaet ti, petaet ti, taet ti 
Os byddai (ef / hi) ped byddai  > pebai fe, petai fe, tai fe 
Os byddem (ni)  ped byddem  > pebaen ni, petaen ni, taen ni 
Os byddech (chwi) ped byddech  > pebaech chi, petaech chi, taech chi 
Os byddent (hwy) ped byddent  > pebaen nhw, petaen nhw, taen nhw 

 



Derivation. Petaswn comes about from the combination of ped + buaswn: ped·buaswn > ped·fuaswn > 
ped·faswn > petaswn. In Welsh compounds, D·F > T is regular. Two soft-mutated consonants together turn into 
one consonant with the opposite of the soft mutation. 
 
The negative of if is if + not, o + nid, or oniH/L (before consonants) and onid (before vowels). It also means 
unless. Like os, it uses the interogative forms of bod. It is especially common in the verbal tag used to make a 
negative question, where onid is reduced to ond, sometimes helpfully spelled on’d: on’d ydw? on’d wyt?on’d ydy? 
on’d ydyn? on’d ydych? on’d ydyn?  
 
Oni, like pe, can combine with the verb, though formal Welsh prefers to keep the space. The most common form 
is the third-person singular, onibai, which means “except for” or “unless it were” or “if it were not.” A Welsh 
idiom is heb os nac onibai, literally “without an ‘if’ or an ‘except for’” but more practically “without a doubt.” 
 
Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 
 
os, conj.     if 
pe, conj.     if (negative expectation) 
gafael (gafael·)   grab, grasp (yn something) 
canlyniad, -au, m.  consequence 
eisteddfod, -au, f.  session; Welsh cultural instution featuring competitive poetry and singing 
prin, adj. / adv.   rare, scarce     (equ. prinned, comp. prinnach, superl. prinnaf) 
 
Theme: Occupation 
 
barnwr, barnwyr, m. judge 
bugail, bugeiliaid, m. shepherd 
crydd, -ion, m.  cobbler 
dilledydd, -ion, m.  draper, tailor 
doethur, -on, m.  doctor (PhD, not M.D.) 
glöwr, glöwyr, m.  collier 
môr-leidr, môr-ladron, m. pirate 
mwynwr, mwynwyr, m. sapper, miner 
pregethwr, pregethwyr, m. preacher 
telynor, telynorion, m. harpist (m) 
telynores, -au, f.  harpist (f) 
ysgolhaig, ysgolheigion, m. scholar 
  



Lesson Five: Nouns 
Diagnostic Page, Lesson 5 

 

Question 1:  

Do you know whether to use ’r, 
y, or yr ? 

No: Go to Level A 

Yes: See Question 2 

Question 2:  

Do you the difference between 
yn and mewn, and why mewn 
print is correct for ‘in print’? 

No: Go to Level B 

Yes: See Question 3 

Question 3:  

Do you know the difference 
between plant, plantos , and 

plantach ?  

No: Go to Level C 

Yes: Skip Lesson Five 



Lesson Five, Level A 
 
Even though English and Welsh both have articles and nouns, and they function similarly, there are a few key 
differences. It can be helpful to break down the Welsh parts of speech in order to get more comfortable with them. 
 
Articles 
 
English has both a definite article, the, and an indefinite article, a or an. Welsh only has the definite article, whose 
full form is yr. So arth is either “bear” or “a bear,” while yr arth is “the bear.” Yr occurs before words beginning 
in H- or a vowel (A, E, H, I, O, U, W, Y), though if it is also following a vowel it becomes ’r. Between consonants, or 
at the beginning of a sentence before a consonant, the form is y. 
 

{A, E, I, O, U, W, Y}  ’r {everything}   mae’r arth / mae’r ci 
{., consonants}     yr {A, E, H, I, O, U, W, Y}  roedd yr arth 
{., consonants}    y {consonants}   roedd y ci 

 
Nouns 
A noun is a word for a person, place, thing, or idea. English and Welsh both have two ways of categorizing nouns: 
gender (whether you use the pronoun “he,” “she,” or “it”) and number (whether a noun is singular [just one], or 
plural [more than one]). 
 
Gender 
We say “masculine” and “feminine,” but these are really just arbitrary categories, which is why it is called 
grammatical gender. We could have called them “red” and “blue” or “salty” and “peppery.” In English, 
something’s natural gender (its biological sex) generally matches its grammatical gender: a human male is “he” 
and a human female is “she.” Most non-human nouns are the neuter “it.” For this reason, you never need to 
know the gender of an English word: it is always obvious, and other than the choice of pronoun it doesn’t matter, 
anyway. There is no grammatical gender in the plural. 
 
In Welsh, the system is simpler but more fundamental. There is no neuter gender at all: everything is masculine or 
feminine in the singular. (As in English, there is no gender in the plural.*) Also as in English, human beings’ 
grammatical gender generally follows natural gender. Two-thirds of Welsh nouns are masculine, whether they 
have biological sex or not, and the rest are feminine. Rule of Thumb: if you have to guess, guess masculine. Since there 
is no neuter gender in Welsh, the masculine ef and the feminine hi often need to be translated as “it.” Hi is the 
pronoun used in Welsh when “it” doesn’t refer to anything in particular—“it’s raining,” “what time is it,” etc. 
 
A feminine noun isn’t inherently womanly, but the gender does have a grammatical effect: feminine nouns take 
the soft mutation after the definite article (except LL and RH), and cause the soft mutation in any following 
adjectives. In some adjectives there is a specific feminine form that needs to be used:        
  

 Y ci gwyn (masculine, “the white dog”) 
 Y gath wen (feminine, “the white cat”: cath + gwen) 
 
* Sometimes the plural is used as a neuter (e.g. “that,” hyn / hynny), similar to the way “they” can work in English.  
   A very few words, mostly situational / occupational nouns, have gender in the plural, though for practical purposes they are treated as separate words: 
 

TYWYSOG (prince) masculine ending feminine ending (princess) 

singular ending —: tywysog –es: tywysoges 

plural ending –ion: tywysogion –es+–ed: tywysogesed 
compare→ —: prince –ess /εs/: princess 

 –s /εz/: princes –ess /εs/ + –es /εz/: princesses 



Number 
In English, there is one main way of forming the plural, and a few irregularities: 

1.  Regular nouns, the vast majority, add -s. 
1b. Irregular nouns add a different suffix (ox → oxen; child → children) 
1c.  Irregular nouns add nothing (deer → deer; sheep → sheep) 

2. Irregular nouns change internal vowels (mouse → mice; man → men) 
 
Welsh is a lot more complicated, to the point where it’s just best to memorize the nouns on a case-by-case basis. 
 
1. Regular nouns add a plural suffix. The most common is -au or -iau, but there are many possibilities. For 
example: 
 afon  →  afonydd   [river]    barf  →  barfau   [beard] 
 bryn  →  bryniau   [hill]    bys   →  bysedd   [finger] 
 dyn   →  dynion   [man]    cath  →  cathod    [cat] 
 ffenestr →  ffenestri   [window]   glaw  →  glawogydd   [rain] 

(and, colloquially, ffenest →  ffenestri) 
gof  →  gofaint   [smith]    merch  →  merched   [daughter, girl] 

(and, colloquially, go →  gofaint) 
 modur  →  moduron  [car]    mynydd →  mynyddoedd  [mountain] 
 partner →  partneriaid  [partner]   swyddfa → swyddfeydd  [office] 
 ych   → ychen   [ox]      N.B.: Plurals ending in -feydd are stressed on the final syllable. 
  -en is also used to make a plural singular: see below 
  
2. Other nouns change internal vowels, sometimes in multiple syllables—this is more common than in English 
 

alarch → elyrch   [swan]    car   → ceir    [car] 
corff  → cyrff    [body]    croen → crwyn   [skin] 
dafad → defaid   [sheep]    gŵr  → gwŷr    [man, husband] 
maneg → menig   [glove]    sant  → saint    [saint] 

 troed → traed    [foot] 
  
3. 1 + 2: suffix + internal vowel change 
 anifail  → anifeiliaid  [animal]    brawd  → brodyr   [brother] 
 gair  → geiriau   [word]    gwraig  → gwragedd   [woman, wife] 
  
4.  irregulars 
 ci → cŵn      [dog]    stori → straeon     [story] 
 
5. The noun loses its singulative ending, sometimes also adding a plural ending and sometimes not. 
 
rhosyn → rhos     [rose]    you also find rhosyn → rhosys  
seren → sêr      [star] 
blodyn → blodau     [flower]    earlier, blodeuyn → blodeu  
 
Nouns in category five are thought of as inherently plural, and it’s the plural form that is listed in the dictionary, 
especially in older dictionaries. A singulative ending is added to make the singular form, -yn for masculine nouns 
and -en for feminine nouns. Sometimes, as with blodyn, the ending drops off, and a plural ending is added to the 
stem. As with other nouns, the singular (with the ending) is the one that shows the mutations in the feminine, and 
the plural form (with no ending) behaves like an ordinary plural. 



Sometimes the meaning shifts, requiring a double plural: coeden, “tree,” has the plural coed, “trees, woods, forest” 
which in turn has the plural coedydd, “forests.” In this case, both the regular plural and the double plural work 
like plurals grammatically. Furthermore, when the plural is a collection of individuals rather than a group, there is 
an additional type of plural. The stars in the sky are sêr, but film stars on the red carpet are serennau.  
 
In the earlier language, there was a dual number for a few words that came in sets of two. The only one still 
around in common use is the word for “hand,” llaw (n.f.) where the dual dwylo is now the standard plural, 
“hands.” On very rare occasions a separate plural is used when not referring to sets of two: llawiau / llawoedd, 
but dwylo is more ususal. 
 
A few other duals can be found in the literary language and some dialects:  

clust, dwyglust, clustiau, n.f.  [ear]    
glin, deulin, gliniau, n.m.   [knee]    
mis, deufis, misoedd, n.m.  [month] 
troed, deudroed, traed, n.m. [foot]     
 (plus a few extras in Middle Welsh: brawd, broder, brodyr, n.m. [brother]; hwch, hych, hychod, n.f. [sow]; mab, meib, meibion, n.m.  [son]) 
 

Case 
English nouns have (or, historically, used to have) case as well as gender and number. If an English noun 
possesses another noun, it add -’s. Welsh does not. To indicate possession, or more generally to modify one noun 
with another, Welsh just sets the noun next to each other, with the possessor (the -’s form) to the right. 
 
 a man’s dog      ci dyn (lit. “dog man”) 
 a man’s wife’s dog    ci gwraig dyn (lit. “dog wife man”) 
 a man’s wife’s friend’s dog  ci ffrind gwraig dyn (lit. “dog friend wife man”) 
 
 Only the last noun in the series can have a definite article, so ci dyn could be “a man’s dog” or “the dog of a 
man.” It is ambiguous whether the preceeding nouns are definite or not; you can generally tell from context. 
 
 the man’s cat     cath y dyn (lit. “cat the man”) 
 the cat of the man    cath y dyn (lit. “cat the man”) 
 the man’s wife’s cat    cath gwraig y dyn (lit. “cat wife the man”) 
 the man’s wife’s friend’s cat  cath ffrind gwraig y dyn (lit. “cat friend wife the man”) 
 
Vocabulary 
 
gallu (gall·), v.  to be able; can 
canu (can·), v.  sing 
chi, pron.    you (formal and / or plural) 
eich, poss. pron.  your (formal and / or plural) 
ffordd, ffyrdd, f.  road, way 
math, -au, m.   kind, sort, type 
tro, -eon, m.   turn, time (specific time) 
cynnar , adj.   early        (equ. cynted, comp. cynt, superl. cyntaf) 
Cymraeg, adj.   Welsh (pertaining to language) 
 
Theme: Weather 
 

braf, adj.   fine  [does not mutate after yn] 
bwrw (bwri·) glaw, v. rain 
cymylog, adj.  cloudy 



cynnes, adj.  warm 
glaw, -ogydd, m.  rain 
gwlyb, adj.  wet 
gwyntog, adj.  windy 
heulog, adj.  sunny 
niwlog, adj.  foggy / misty 
oer, adj.   cold 
poeth, adj.  hot 
tywydd, -au, m.   weather 
 
Dialogue: 
 
Useful patterns to memorize: 
 

Tŷ bachgen   a boy’s house       Tai bachgen   a boy’s houses 

Tŷ bechgyn   a boys’ house       Tai bechgyn  boys’ houses 

Tŷ’r bachgen  the boy’s house      Tai’r bachgen  the boy’s houses 

Tŷ’r bechgyn  the boys’ house      Tai’r bechgyn  the boys’ houses 
 
Exercise 1: 

 
Write the following vocabulary words, all feminine, with the definite article in the singular and in the plural. 
 

cat 

cow 

girl 

goat 

pancake 

sheep 

sister 

woman 

 

Exercise 2: 

 
Write the following phrases in Welsh: 
 

the girl’s cow         the teacher’s cat 

the woman’s pancake        the doctor’s grandmother 

my father’s dog         the dragon’s sheep (sheep: singular) 

a dog of my father’s        the dragon’s sheep (sheep: plural) 

the cow’s milk         my sister’s cow’s milk  

 

 

  



Lesson Five, Level B 

 
Both English and Welsh have the concept of definite and indefinite, but it comes up more frequently in Welsh. In 
English, there are the articles: what is the difference between a dog and the dog? With the dog, you know which 
dog it is, so it is definite (specific). With a dog, you don’t. Likewise, dog, the concept, is general, no specific dog. 
 
With the Welsh noun, the default state is indefinite. Ci is just dog, either no particular dog or the general idea of 
dog; it can also be translated a dog. Only if it is specific / definite do you need the article: y ci, the dog. Proper 
nouns and the pronouns that represent them are also specific, usually without needing the article: Canada refers 
to a specific place. Nouns belonging to a person or definite noun can also be definite: fy nghi i, “my dog” is 
definite, though ci Nia could be either “Nia’s dog” (definite) or “a dog of Nia’s” (indefinite). 
 
 Indefinite    Definite 
 ci “dog”, “a dog”   y ci   “the dog” 
       fi   “I” or “me” 

fy nghi i “my dog” 
       Nia   “Nia” 

ci Nia  “Nia’s dog” 
 

An indefinite noun can take the copula form, but doesn’t have to; a definite noun prefers the copula construction, 
and must use it if the complement begins with y / yr / ’r, “the” 
 
 Actores yw Siân         “Jane is an actor.” (identity) 
 Mae Siân yn actores       “Jane is an actor.” (at the moment) 
 Yr actores yw Siân       “Jane is the actor.” (i.e. to answer “Which one is Jane?”) 
 Siân yw’r actores        “The actor is Jane.” (i.e. to answer “Who is that actor?”) 
    (Mae Siân yn yr actores would mean “Jane is in the actor.”) 
 

[Side note: because of the way grammatical gender works, actores doesn’t come across as sexist in the 
way that “actress” can in English, where only a few occupational nouns are specifically marked as 
feminine. As in English, though, the word actor can be used for a person of either sex.] 

        
The third-person singular of bod also makes the distinction in the interrogative and negative forms, and 
colloquially in the positive. 
 
Third Person Singular Positive Interrogative (?) Negative (≠) 

definite Mae Ydy? Dydy. . . d(d)im 
indefinite Mae > Mae ’na Oes? Does dim 

 
Definite 

Mae’r ci yma.     Ydy’r ci yma?   Dydy’r ci ddim yma. 
The dog is here.    Is the dog here?   The dog is not here. 

 
Indefinite 
Literary:  Mae ci yma.      A oes ci yma?   Nid oes ci yma. 
Colloquial:  Mae ’na gi yma.     Oes ci yma?    Does dim ci yma.  

There’s a dog here.   Is there a dog here?  There’s no dog here. 
 



In the definite sentences, you know which dog you’re talking about. In the indefinite sentences, you are asking 
more generally about the concept. English uses “there is / there are” to express the existence of an indefinite noun. 
Colloquial Welsh reflects the English grammar in the positive construction, adding yna “there,” abbreviated ’na, 
in front of the subject, which causes the soft mutation. 
 
Among the prepositions, only the preposition “in” makes the distinction between definite and indefinite. The word 
for in something definite is ynN, while the word for in something indefinite is mewn. (“Into” is i mewn i [indefinite] 
and i mewn i’r [definite].) In the recent referendum on Europe, “remain” supporters used “mewn!” for “in!” 
because that usage was non-specific, even though Europe is definite so “in Europe” must always be yn Ewrop. 
 
Indefinite             Definite 
mewn bocs   “in a box” (no particular box)    yn y bocs, “in the box” 
mewn bocs Owain “in a box of Owain’s” (no particular box) ym mocs Owain, “in Owain’s box” (specific) 
mewn gwaith  “employed” (in work, in general)   yn y gwaith “at work” (in work, a specific job) 
mewn print   “in print” (the concept; no specific ‘print’) yn y print, “in the print” (specific printed item) 
—               yng Nghymru, “in Wales” 
—               yn fy mocs i, “in my box” 
 
A slightly more confusing preposition is oL. In negative sentences, if the object follows dim directly, Welsh requires 
dim oL if it is definite, but just dim, no preposition, if it is indefinite. In practice, this means the rule only applies to 
negative conjugated verbs, but not to the periphrastic constructions. Dim oL often reduces to moL; both o and mo 
conjugate. 
 
So:   Dw i ddim wedi gweld car  I did not see a car / any car (car, the object, is indefinite) 

Dw i ddim wedi gweld y car I did not see the car (y car, the object, does not follow ddim directly) 
Welais i ddim gar    I did not see a car / any car (car, the object, is indefinite) 
Welais i ddim o’r car   I did not see the car (y car, the object, is definite and follows ddim) 
Welais i ddim ohono   I did not see it (the object is definite and follows ddim) 

Colloq.:   Welais i mo’r car    I did not see the car (y car, the object, is definite and follows ’m) 
Colloq.:   Welais i mohono    I did not see it (the object is definite and follows ’m) 
 
Time words, too, make use of the concept of definite and indefinite. In the phrase “since when,” the preposition* 
ers, “since,” uses two different pronouns for “when”:        *Ers comes from er ys, “since it is” 

 
Ers pryd wyt ti wedi bod yma?   How long have you been here? (Since what specific time) 
 
Ers faint wyt ti wedi bod yma? How long have you been here? (For what length of time: the answer will 

be specific, but the time itself is indefinite because it is a period of time, 
not a point in time) 

 
Similarly, the names of the days are specific, so Dydd Sul is Sunday. The soft mutation turns this into a specific 
adjective: Ddydd Sul, “on [a specific] Sunday.” In order to make this a general statement, “on Sundays,” a 
preposition is required: ar ddydd Sul, “on Sundays” or “of a Sunday.” Note that, under the influence of English, 
this distinction is blurring in Welsh, and “ar Ddydd Sul” (especially with the capital letters) can mean “on 
Sunday.” As a learner, try to avoid putting Welsh words into English idioms! 
 
In Welsh, when “it” is non-specific, the correct pronoun is hi: 
 

It’s raining.     (What’s raining? No idea. It.)    Mae hi’n bwrw glaw.    



Vocabulary 
 
Frequency 
 
mewn, prep.     in (a); in (indefinite) 
ysgrifennu (ysgrifenn·), v.  write  
gosod (gosod·), v.   put, set, place 
rhyfel, -oedd, m.    war 
enghraifft, enghreifftiau, f.  example 
heddiw, m. / adv.   today 
 
Theme: Weather 
 
barrug, m.  hoarfrost 
bwrw (bwri·) cesair, v. hail 
bwrw (bwri·) eira, v. snow 
ceseiren, cesair, f.  hail 
eira, -oedd, m.  snow 
iâ, m.   ice 
rhew, -ogydd, m.  frost, ice 
rhew·i, v.   freeze 
rhewllyd, adj.  icy, frosty 
sych, adj.   dry 
(y)storm, -ydd, f.  storm 
(y)stormus, adj.  stormy 
twym, adj.    quite warm 
 
 

          



Lesson Five, Level C 

 
Welsh has a variety of noun suffixes that can add nuances to the meaning of nouns. In the modern language, most 
of these are not productive, meaning they occur with certain set nouns but cannot be added to just any noun. 
 
A common ending is the same found in the singulative, -yn (m.) and -en (f.). A munudyn, for example, is a short 
or quick minute. This is the most productive set, and can generally be added to any word to indicate either that 
it’s a single or small instance of the word, or simply to show that the speaker is has good feelings towards it. The 
same effect can also be accomplished by adding bach “little,” in its non-literal sense, as in English.  
 
In the use of “little,” Welsh and English are similar; the Old English use of lytel may have come about under 
Celtic influence. Welsh did borrow the archaic English diminutive -kin as -cyn (m.), and added -cen (f.); these 
are rarer, and have the same meaning as -yn and -en. Another borrowing from English is -i (from -ie), common 
in names. 
 
Another pair of diminutives you may encounter is -os and -ach, added to the plural form of the word. The former, 
-os, has mostly positive connotations: dear, sweet, nice, cute, and that sort of thing: bechgynos, merchetos, 
plantos. Occasionally, the connotations are less positive: “poor little,” as in taios, “small, poor houses.” Note that 
the final -d of merched hardens to -t-. 
 
Terminal -ach, on the other hand, is negative: think gwrach “witch.” Bechgynnach, merchetach, and plantach 
can all be translated as “brats” or “little brats.” Again, final -d hardens to -t-. 
 
Although the English-derived -i and the diminuitives -yn and -en are found in Welsh given names, there is a  
series of endings more common in given names than in ordinary words: -an, -o, -w, -ws. These endings are 
usually added to a nickname rather than the full name. All are used for both genders. In the chart below, which 
doesn’t pretend to be complete, pink is used for women’s names and blue for men’s. 
 

-an -o -w -ws 

Betsan < Betsy < Elizabeth Bedo < Bed < Maredudd Begw < Meg < Marged Catws < Cat < Catrin 
Bethan < Beth < Elizabeth Bilo < Bil < Gwilym Betw < Bet < Elizabeth Iantws < Ieuan 

Deian < Dai < Dafydd Deio < Dai < Dafydd Bilw < Goronwy Magws < Meg < Marged 
Megan < Meg < Marged Guto < Gruffudd Fanw < Myfanwy Malws < Mal < Molly 

 Gwenno < Gwen Gronw < Goronwy  
 Ianto < Ieuan Nanw < Nan < Ann  
 Iolo < Iorwerth Nedw< Ned < Edward  
 Llelo < Llywelyn Nelw < Nel < Elin / Elinor  
 Llio < Gwenllian Sianw < Siân  

 
(Not all names with the suffix are diminutives: Morgan is not; Beuno is not (though it might have been, in origin); 
Huw is not. Medieval nicknames often have the prefix my-, as in Myfanwy, or ty-, as in Tysilio, from the Old 
Welsh words for “my” and “your.”) 
 
These endings are, rarely, also found in common nouns: joban, “little job”; deintws, “little tooth.” 
 
Diminutives are also fairly common in traditional animal names. Welsh dogs are often called Carlo (Carl + o), 
Smot “spot” or its diminutive Smotyn, or Pero (probably from Pedr > Per + o). 
 



There are a few more diminutive endings, only used in set words: -ig in afonig, “rivulet” (pl. afonigion); oenig, 
“little lamb”; -ell in cnocell, “hillock”; ffynhonnell, “little spring” (pl. ffynhonnellau). 
 
Additionally, the prefix lled- (causing soft mutation) attenuates the verb or noun it is attached to: lledagor, “ajar”; 
lled-dduw, “demigod”; lledfarw, “half dead”; lledoer, “chilly.” Lled can also be used on its own as an adjective or 
adverb. Dar- can have a similar meaning, as in dargwsg, “nap.” 

 

Vocabulary 

 

Frequency 
 

cynnal (cynhali·), v.    hold, maintain, uphold, support 
pwys, -au, m.     pound; weight 
cymorth, cymhorthion, m.  help 
gogystal, adj. / adv.    as well (as), too; additional; suitable 

 
Theme: Weather 
 
annifyr, adj.   miserable (= disagreeable) 

bwrw (bwri·) eiralw, v.  sleet 
diflas, adj.   miserable (= blah) 
drycin, -oedd, f.   stormy weather 

eirlaw, m.   sleet 
hin, -oedd, f.   bad weather, storm 
hindda, f.   fair weather, dry weather 
llaith, adj.   humid 

mellten, mellt, f .  lightning 
taran, -au, f.   thunder 
tymestl, tymhestloedd, f. storm 
tymhestlog, adj.     stormy 

  



Lesson Six: Adjectives & Adverbs 
Diagnostic Page, Lesson 6 

 

Question 1:  

Do you know whether the 
adjective goes before or after the 

noun? 

No: Go to Level A 

Yes: See Question 2 

Question 2:  

Do you know how to turn hapus 
“happy” into “happier” and 

“happiest” ? 

No: Go to Level B 

Yes: See Question 3 

Question 3:  

Do you know how to turn bach 
“small” into “smaller” and 

“smallest” ?  

No: Go to Level C 

Yes: Skip Lesson Six 



Lesson Six, Level A 
 
In English, an adjective is any word that modifies (provides more information about) a noun or a pronoun. An 
adverb is any word that modifies a verb, and adjective, or another adverb. Welsh is not quite as fussy as other 
languages about which parts of speech modify which others, and most Welsh adjectives can also function as 
adverbs. 
 
Typically, the adjective follows its noun: ci drwg “a bad dog”, or cath dda “a good cat.” As in English, a string of 
adjectives can be translated from outward in, but right to left rather than left to right. Put another way, Welsh 
starts with the general and moves to the specific: ci du mawr cyfeillgar iawn, a very (iawn) friendly (cyfeillgar) big 
(mawr) black (du) dog. Iawn means “right” (as in “not wrong”) as an adjective, but as an intensifier it is usually 
translated as “very.” 
 
Some adjectives go in front of their nouns. The most common are hen “old,” gwir “genuine,” unig “sole,” hoff 
“favourite”, and prif “main.” All of these words cause the soft mutation when they come before the noun. For 
several of these words, the position changes the meaning: 
 
 hen dŷ   “old house”     tŷ hen   “ancient house”  
 gwir hanes  “genuine history”    hanes gwir  “true story” 
 unig blentyn  “only child”*    plentyn unig  “lonely child”    
     *This is “only” in the sense of “all there is” / “all there are”; “only” in the sense of “just (a)” is dim ond  
 
Predicate adjectives, the ones that are on the other side of the verb from their noun, follow ynL: Mae’r ci yn ddrwg 
“The dog is bad”; mae’r gath yn dda, “the cat is good.” You can mix and match, as in English: Mae’r gath ddu 
yn dda, ond mae’r gath wen yn ddrwg: “the black cat is good, but the white cat is bad.” 
 
Placing an adjective after ynL is also the way to turn it into an adverb: Mae’r ci wedi ymddwyn yn ddrwg; mae’r 
gath wedi ymddwyn yn dda “The dog behaved badly; the cat behaved well.” In this case, the adjective after yn 
modifies the verb. Note that yn dda can mean “good” or “well,” but da can only mean “good.” 
 

Situation Adjective Lenites  
(Soft Mutation) 

Situation Adverb Lenites  
(Soft Mutation) 

Adjective follows yn  Adverb follows yn  
Adj. follows feminine noun  Adverb stands alone†  

Adj. follows masculine noun no mutation   

Adj. follows plural noun no mutation   

Adj.* preceeds noun only the noun mutates Adv. preceeds adjective only the adj. mutates 
       † There are a handful of exceptions, such as toc “soon” 

*Numbers and some pronominal adjectives (e.g. the possessive pronouns) also come before the noun, but 
the mutations they cause are unpredictable and must be memorized on a case-by-case basis. 

 
As noted above in lesson five, some adjectives have a special form for the feminine. This is truer for the literary 
language than the spoken language, but common enough to be worth learning a few. Most of them involve 
changing the masculine form’s vowel Y to an E, or its W to an O, with the exception of brith which becomes braith 
(bara brith but cacen fraith [S] / teisien fraith [N]). Plural adjectives, on the other hand, are only found in the 
literary language and a few set phrases; as with nouns, the plural is difficult to predict, but they are uncommon 
enough that they needn’t be memorized. 
 



Masculine  Feminine  Plural  Meaning 

brith  braith  brithion  variegated, speckled, brindled 

bychan  bechan  bychain  little 

byr  ber  byrion  short 

crwn  cron  crynion  round 

cryf  cref  cryfion  strong 

dwfn  dofn  dyfnion  deep 

gwyn  gwen  gwynion  white 

trwm  trom  trymion  heavy 

 
Vocabulary 
 
Frequency 
 
rhoi (rho·) / rhoddi (rhodd·), v. give, put 

hoffi (hoff·), v.     like 
nhw, pron.      they; them 
eu+H, poss. pron.,    their 

amser, -au / -oedd,  m.    time; weather     (f. in some dialects) 
oed, m.       age 
digon, adj.      enough 
hen, adj.      old        (equ. hyned, comp. hŷn, superl. hynaf) 

bach, adj.       small       (equ. lleied, comp. llai, superl. lleiaf) 
 
Theme: Colours 

 
brown, adj.     brown 
coch, -ion, adj.     red 
du, -on, adj.     black 

glas, gleision, adj.    blue (covers some green, i.e. leaves) 
gwyn, -ion (gwen, f.), adj.  white 
gwyrdd, -ion (gwerdd, f.), adj. green 
llwyd, -ion, adj.    grey (can also be brown) 

melyn, -ion (melen, f.), adj.  yellow (can also be light brown) 
oren, adj.     orange 
pinc, adj.     pink 

piws, adj.     purple 
porffor, adj.     purple 
 

Dialogue: 

 

Useful patterns to memorize: 

 

Weithiau, mae’r ci bach gwyn yn dda.  (Gweithiau, n., “times”; mutated weithiau, adv. “sometimes”) 

Weithiau, mae’r gath fach wen yn dda. 

 

  



v.   def. art. yr following a vowel, before a cons.  gafr, geifr, n.f.  

Cyfri  ’r         Geifr 
counting the         goats 

Counting the Goats 
 
pres. indefinite interrogative of bod  gafr, geifr, n.f. adv. 

Oes       gafr   eto? 
is-there      goat   yet 

Is there another goat? [verse 1] / Is there yet another goat? [verses 2–∞] 
 
pres. indefinite of bod   prep.   3s.f. poss. pron. verb-noun 

Oes,      heb
L
   ei

H
   godro 

there-is     without  her   milking 

Yes, not milked. 
 
prep.  def.art. yr betw. cons.  craig, creigiau, n.f. pl. of adj. garw 

Ar  y     creigiau  geirwon  

upon  the     rocks    rough 

(see below) 

 
3s pres. of bod def. art. yr after cons., bef. vowel  adj.  gafr, geifr, n.f. «particle»  v. 

mae  ’r       hen
L
 afr  yn  crwydro 

is   the       old  goat  «particle»  wandering 

The old goat is wandering on the ragged rocks 

 
gafr, geifr, n.f. gwyn, gwen, adj.    adv. min, n.m. + gwyn: minwyn means “white-edged” or “white-lipped” 

Gafr  
L
wen,  

L
wen, 

L
wen, ie, 

L
finwen, 

L
finwen, 

L
finwen, 

goat   white  white  white  yes white-edged white-edged white-edged 

Blinding snow-white [goat], yes, (alternatively,  white, white white goat)  
 white-edged [goat], white-edged [goat], white-edged [goat] 
 (alternatively, white-lipped [goat], white-lipped [goat], white-lipped [goat]) 
 
moel, adj. cynffon, -au, n.f. gwyn, gwen, adj. 
L
Foel  

L
gynffon 

L
wen,  

L
foel  

L
gynffon 

L
wen, 

bald  tail   white  bald  tail   white 

Bald white-tailed [goat], bald white-tailed goat 

 
ystlys, -au, n.f. gwyn, gwen, adj. conj. cynffon, -au, n.f. gwyn, gwen, adj. 

Ystlys  
L
wen   a

H
  chynffon 

L
wen, 

L
wen, 

L
wen. 

flank   white   and tail   white,    white,  white 

White flank and blinding snow-white tail. 
 
gwyn (m.), gwen (f.), gwynion (pl.) = white     Soft Mutations   (other possible mutations) 
 
pinc (m. / f. / pl.)       = pink     P >  B (also nasal, aspirate) 
tew (m. / f. / pl.)       = fat     T >  D (also nasal, aspirate) 
coch (m. / f.), cochion (pl.)   = red     C >  G (also nasal, aspirate) 
bach (m. / f.), bychain (pl.)   = small / little   B >  F (also nasal) 
du (m. / f.), duon (pl.)     = black     D >  DD (also nasal) 
glas (m. / f.), gleision (pl.)   = blue     G >  — (also nasal) 
melyn (m.), melen (f.), melynion (pl.) = yellow, light brown M >  F 
llwyd (m. / f. / pl.)      = grey, grey-brown  LL > L 
rhudd (m. / f. / pl.)      = crimson    RH >  R 

This is a chidren’s song used to learn the colours and to 
practice the soft mutation with feminine nouns. I’ve added a 
couple of non-traditional adjectives (below) so you can 
practice all of the soft mutations: just replace “white” (wen) 
with another word. If you aren’t familiar with the tune, there 
is a score here, and of course tons of videos online. 

http://www.scoreexchange.com/png/scores/5/5/9/45955/0/1.png


Exercise 1: 

 

Fill in the noun and the appropriate adjective: 

 

1. Mae Rhys yn darllen (a good book).   

2. Mae Nia wedi canu (a short song). 

3. Mae Owain yn lliwio [painting] (the white houses). 

4. Mae Owain yn lliwio (the white houses red). 

5. The weather is hot. (use mae for “is”) 

6. The hot weather is good. (use mae for “is”) 

7. Dw i’n yfed (dark beer). 

8. Mae Owain yn yfed (white wine). 

9. Mae Nia yn bwyta (red apples). 

10. Mae pawb wedi gweld (the bad children) yn rhedeg i ffrwdd. 



Lesson Six, Level B 
 
 
Adjectives have degree. In English, there are three degrees: positive (good / nice / beautiful), comparative (better / 
nicer / more beautiful), and superlative (best / nicest / most beautiful). Like English, Welsh can either change the 
form of the adjective, or it can modify it with other words (more / most).  
 
It helps to think of the degrees as different quantities of an adjective. Imagine you have a glassful of nice. What is 
the difference between nice, nicer, and nicest? Nicer has more nice than nice, but nicest has even more—the most 
nice, even more nice than nicer: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Nice   Nicer       Nicest 
 

To form the other degrees, Welsh usually adds the terminations -ach (like English -er) and -af (like English -est). 
The final -F is often dropped. All of these cause a final B, D, DL, G to become P, T, TL, C, so: 
   positive  comparative   superlative 

caled  caletach (naH/nag) caletaf    
“hard”  “harder (than)”  “hardest” 

 
Otherwise, as in English, very long adjectives use the words “more” and “most” to form the comparative and 
superlative, with the soft mutation but without the endings: 
 
 prydferth “beautiful”   mwy brydferth “more beautiful”  mwyaf brydferth, “most beautiful.” 
 
Comparative and superlative adjectives tend to precede the noun and cause soft mutation, but can also follow. In 
general, the usage matches English, but in a few cases Welsh prefers the superlative where English prefers the 
comparative, for example in saying which of two is nicer: Nia yw’r neisaf o’r ddau, “Nia is the nicer of the two.”  
 
Welsh also has another degree, in between the positive (nice) and the comparative (nicer), called the equative. The 
equative is translated by so nice or as nice as something. Think of it as the same amount of nice as the positive, 
but more focused: a little more concentrated nice than nice, but not so much that it’s nicer. 

 
The equative is formed in two ways: with an ending, or without. The equative ending is 
-ed, and like -ach and -af it performs a reverse soft mutation on final consonants when 

it can. The vast majority of the time, the equative is used with cynL. . . âH/ag (as. . . as) 
or er (although, despite): 

         Cyn ddued â’r frân,   as black as the crow (brân) 
         Er dued yw fy mhechod,  though my sin (pechod) is ever so black 

 
Cyn is sometimes spelled can in older texts. Rarely, in poetry and older sources, the 
equative adjective can be used on its own, adverbially: 

as nice / so nice / ever so nice / how nice!   Goched yw’r tân!   How red is the fire! / The fire is so red! 



The most common way of indicating the equative degree actually avoids the -ed form, and just uses morL with the 
positive degree. It can usually be translated with “as” or “so,” but it can also be “how” or “such”: Mae hi’n mor 
brydferth! “She is so beautiful!” To ask the question how for an adjective, use pa mor: pa mor brydferth? is “how 
beautiful?” For the exclamative “how,” you can use either Pa mor brydferth!, Mor brydferth!, or am brydferth!: 
“how beautiful!” Occasionally, mor is found with the -ed suffix, but not in the standard language. 
 
In positive sentences, ynL is not used with cyn or mor, though it is with mwy and mwyaf. 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

Frequency 

 
cerdded (cerdd·), v.  walk, go (on foot), travel (on foot) 
prynu (pryn·), v.  buy 
plaid, pleidiau, f.  party (political) 

corff, cyrff, m.   body 
cenedlaethol, adj.  national 
 
Theme: Colours 
 
amryliw, adj.  variegated 
arian, adj.  silver 

aur, adj.  gold 
brith (braith, f.), adj. speckled, brindled 
can, adj.   (bright) white 

gwelw, adj.  pale / light 
gwinau, adj.  bay, chestnut, auburn 
rhudd, adj.  ruddy, deep red 
tywyll (tywell, f.), adj. dark 
 

 



Lesson Six, Level C 
 
Not all adjectives form their comparisons regularly. The most common are irregular, though the spoken language 
often has a colloquial version which is formed regularly. In most cases, the comparative is the basic form from 
which the equative and superlative are derived. Note that a few pairs of adjectives that share an irregular 
comparative paradigm. 
 
The equative adverbs cyn and mor are not used with equatives beginning with cy- (marked with an asterisk). The 
exception (you knew there would be one) is cynted: cyn gynted is correct.  
 

Positive  Equative  Comparative  Superlative  English 

agos  nesed  nes  nesaf  near [Colloq. regular]; superl. next 

anodd  anhawsed  anhaws  anhawsaf  difficult [Colloq., regular] 

bach  lleied  llai  lleiaf  small, little; compar. less, least 

buan  cynted  cynt  cyntaf  quick, quickly 

bychan  lleied  llai  lleiaf  small, little; compar. less, least 

cynnar  cynted  cynt  cyntaf  early; comp. sooner 

da  cystal*  gwell  gorau  good, well 

drwg  cynddrwg*  gwaeth  gwaethaf  bad 

drwg  dryced  drycach  drycaf  naughty 

hawdd  hawsed  haws  hawsaf  easy  [Colloq., regular] 

hen  hyned  hŷn  hynaf  old  [Colloq., regular] 

hir  cyhyd*  hwy  hwyaf  long  [Colloq., regular] 

ieuanc  ieued  iau  ieuaf  young [Colloq., regular] 

isel  ised  is  isaf  low 

llawer  cymaint*  mwy  mwyaf  many 

mawr  cymaint*  mwy  mwyaf  big, large; compar. more, most 

uchel  cyfuwch*  uwch  uchaf  high, compar. upper(most) 

 
Some of these are used in constructions mapped onto idiomatic English: cystal, for example, means “as well.” 
 
To have an adjective modify another adjective, the pattern to place the modifying adjective first, followed by oL, 
and then the adjective modified: arbennig (special) o dda (good), “especially good.”  
 
 



Welsh also has other ways to modify adjectives. Their degree can be qualified with another adjective, or with the 
following adverbs: 
 
before the adjective   following   meaning          STRONGEST EFFECT 
rhyL            too 
hynod L (oL)          extremely 
       iawn    very 
traH  [note the mutation]       extremely, pretty, very, quite  
purL            pretty, fairly, quite 
eithaf L           quite 
cymharol L          comparitively 
gweddol L          fairly, reasonably 
lled L           rather, somewhat, pretty, tolerably 
goL            rather, somewhat, pretty, tolerably 
                      WEAKEST EFFECT  
Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency: 
 
sicrhau (sicrha·), v.  secure, ensure 
canolfan, -nau, f.  centre (building; institution) 

datblygiad, -au, m.  development 
hawdd, adj.    easy        (equ. mor hawdd, comp. haws, superl. hawsaf) 
anodd, adj.    difficult       (equ. mor anodd, comp. anhaws, superl. anhawsaf) 
 
Theme: Colours 
 

cochddu, adj.  russet, brown 
cochlas, adj.  violet 
dugoch, adj.  dark red 
dulas, adj.  azure 

dulwyd, adj.  dark brown 
glasgoch, adj.  violet 
glaswyn, adj.  pale blue 
glaswyrdd, adj.  dark green 

llwyd-felyn, adj.  beige 
llwydlas, adj.  blue-grey 
llwydgoch, adj.  russet, greyish red 

llwydwyn, adj.  pale grey, hoary 
melyngoch, adj.  coppery, orange, red (hair) 
melynlas, adj.  livid 
melynlwyd, adj.   tawny 

  



Lesson Seven: Prepositions 
Diagnostic Page, Lesson 7 

 

Question 1:  

Can you conjugate the 
preposition gan ? 

No: Go to Level A 

Yes: See Question 2 

Question 2:  

Can you conjugate the 
preposition oherwydd ? 

No: Go to Level B 

Yes: See Question 3 

Question 3:  

Can you conjugate and use the 
prepositional phrase ar ôl i ?  

No: Go to Level C 

Yes:  
Skip Lesson Seven 



Lesson Seven, Level A 
 
In any language, prepositions are the most difficult. Welsh uses prepositions much more than English does, for 
more complex grammatical functions, and the meanings don’t always match precisely. “To” can be at (motion to 
a person) or i (to a place); i can be “to” (a place) or “for” (a purpose); “for” can be i (a purpose) or dros (a 
cause); dros can be “for” (a cause) or “over” (a bridge), etc. Then there are the idiomatic uses, to express verb 
tense or relationships. It takes a while to get used to the prepositions! 
 
Here is a chart of the most important Welsh simple prepositions (=one-word prepositions), along with their 
primary English meanings, important secondary meanings, and then other possible meanings. The list is not 
exhaustive, but is a place to start. It is also important to learn the forms: like verbs, some prepositions also 
conjugate. That is, they can indicate person (first, second, and third) and number (singular and plural). Welsh 
prepositions tend to cause mutations, though not all do. Finally, most prepositions can also function as adverbs 
and / or as conjunctions or even particles. 
 

Prepositions English (main) English (secondary) English (further) Mutation? Conjugates? Adverb / Conj.? 

â (ag) with by through aspirate no no 
am about around; for at, surrounding soft (lenition) yes yes 
ar on upon against; by; at; over soft (lenition) yes yes 
at towards up to facing; for soft (lenition) yes no 
cyn before preceding prior to none no yes 
dan / tan under beneath below  soft (lenition) yes no 
dros / tros across beyond above; beyond; throughout soft (lenition) yes no 
drwy / trwy through by across; along; throughout soft (lenition) yes yes 
efo / hefo with   none no no 
er since despite because of; for none no yes 
gan with by beside; of soft (lenition) yes yes 
ger by near before    
gyda (gydag) with next to for aspirate no no 
heb without   none yes yes 
heibio past   none no no 
hyd until during up to; through soft no yes 
i to for  soft (lenition) yes yes 
mo (—)  not soft (lenition) yes yes 
o from of about soft (lenition) yes yes 
rhag before lest in front of none yes no 
rhwng between among   yes no 
tua (tuag) towards circa facing; around aspirate no no 
wedi after   none no yes 
wrth by at next to; to; opposte; against soft (lenition) yes yes 
yn in among as; for; on nasal yes yes 

 
The preposition iL, for example, causes soft mutation of the following noun. But if it is followed by a pronoun, it 
takes a special form. In the literary language, the form alone appears. In the spoken language, the pronoun is used 
as well for clarity. For practical purposes, memorize the colloquial patterns. 
 
 
 



old-fashioned literary i  contemporary literary i    colloquial i 
to me  im       imi         i mi or i fi 
to you (s) it       iti         i ti 
to him  iddo       iddo         iddo ef 
to her  iddi       iddi         iddi hi 
to us  in       inni, ini, or i ni      i ni 
to you  iwch      ichi or i chi       i chi 
to them  iddynt      iddynt (hwy)       iddyn nhw 
 
The paradigms (full patterns) for the conjugated prepositions are easy to find online, for instance here (colloquial) 
or here (general, pages 9 and 10). The full list of prepositions that conjugate is: amL, arL, atL, danL, drosL, drwyL, 
ganL, hebL, iL, oL, rhag, rhwng, wrthL, ynN and their compounds; sometimes hyd(L), as well. Almost all the pronouns 
that cause lenition also conjugate: only âH and its compounds (e.g. gydaH) mutate but do not conjugate. (They 
also add a G before vowels: ag Owain, gydag Alis.)  
 
In a few cases, the colloquial pattern is quite different from the literary form. The most important of these is gan, 
“with” or “by,” and also used in the construction meaning “to have” (see Lesson Eight). 
 

 contemporary literary gan    colloquial gan 
to me   gennyf        gen i 
to you (s)  gennyt        gen ti 
to him   ganddo        ganddo ef 
to her   ganddi         ganddi hi 
to us   gennym        gennyn ni / gynnon ni 
to you   gennych        gennych chi / gynnoch chi 
to them   ganddynt       ganddyn nhw / gynnon nhw 
 
Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 
 
byw (byw·), v.     live 

marw (marw·), v.    die 
rhai, pron.      some; ones 
gair, geiriau, m.     word 

llyfr, -au, m.     book 
angen, anghenion, m.   need 
mor, adv.      so, how 
rhyw, -iau, m. / adj.    kind, sort, type; species; sex, gender; some 
 
Theme: Plants 
 

blodyn, blodau, m.    flower 
cenhinen Bedr, cennin Pedr, f. daffodil 
dant y llew, m.     dandelion 
deilen, dail, f.     leaf 

derwen, derw, f.    oak 
grugyn, grug, m.    heather 
gwelltyn, gwellt, m.    grass 
gwydden, gwŷdd, m.   tree 

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Welsh/Grammar/Prepositions#Personal_Forms
http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/2009-10/welsh/telesgop-grammar/CA3-nodiadau.pdf


meillionen, meillion, f.   clover 
rhosyn, rhosynnau, m.   rose 

planhigyn, planhigion, m.  plant 
 

Dialogue: 

 

Useful patterns to memorize: 

 

Dyma Rhys—mae Nia yn gweld llyfr ganddo fe. 

Mae Rhys yn rhoi llyfr iddi hi.     [Note: iddi rather than ati because rhoi isn’t a considered motion verb]  

 

Exercise 1: 

 

Conjugate the prepositions as appropriate: 

 

1. Mae llyfr gan Rhys. Mae llyfr _________. 

2. Mae e’n anfon y llyfr at Nia. Mae e’n anfon llyfr ______. 

3. Mae’r gath yn eistedd wrth y tân. Mae’r gath yn eistedd ___________. [Tân, n.m., “fire”] 

4. Mae’r llyfrau yn y tŷ. Mae’r llyfrau ___________________. 

5. Mae’r e’n dod o dref fawr. Mae r’n dod ___________________. 

6. Mae Rhys wedi anghofio ei gath e. Mae e wedi dod _____________________. (use heb) 

7. Mae cyfrinach (secret) rhwng Jac a fi. Mae cyfrinach ______________________. 

8. Dw i wedi mynd drwy’r coed. Dw i wedi mynd _____________. 

9. Dw i wedi mynd dros y bont. Dw i wedi mynd ______________. 

10. Mae het gwyn am fy mhen. Mae het gwyn _____________________.  (use “about me”)  

 



Lesson Seven, Level B 
 
Not all prepositions are a single word. In Welsh, a large number of prepositions are two or more words. In many 
cases, this is more or less intuitive. GydaH (“with,” originally cyd âH) and (y) tu mewn i (“inside”) work just like 
the regular prepositions, including conjugations and mutations: gyda phartner, “with a partner”; (y) tu mewn 
iddo, “inside it.” 
 
In a number of cases, though, the last element is originally a noun, and the conjugations take place in the middle 
of the word or phrase with the possessive pronouns. Er mwyn, “for the sake of,” conjugates as follows: 
 
er fy mwyn for my sake     er ein mwyn  for our sakes 
er dy fwyn for your sake (s.)    er eich mwyn  for your sake(s) 
er ei fwyn for his / its sake     er eu mwyn  for their sakes 
er ei mwyn for her / its sake            [Note: never mwynau in the plural] 
 
Before a vowel, these can be reduced, as in ar ôl (after); a few speakers use the plural noun with plural persons. 
 
ar f’ôl or ar fy ôl  after me     ar ein hôl or ar ein holau   after us 
ar d’ôl or ar dy ôl after you (s.)    ar eich ôl or ar eich olau   after you 
ar ei ôl     after him / it    ar eu hôl or ar eu holau   after them 
ar ei hôl    after her / it 
 
In a few cases, like oblegid or oherwydd (both “because”) or uwchben (“above”), the form of the word disguises 
the compound origin. These words must be split to conjugate: uwch fy mhen, etc. When the preposition ends in a 
vowel, it takes special forms of the possessive pronouns, the infixed forms, which cause slightly different mutations 
than the ordinary pronouns: ’m causes no mutation, but does cause H- before vowels; the rest of the singular 
pronouns are the same as their corresponding independent possessive pronouns: ’th and ’i (m.) cause soft 
mutation, but ’i also causes H-prefixing in the masculine; ’i (f.) causes its usual aspirate mutation and H-prefixing. 
H-prefixing also occurs after ’n and ’u. They conjugate: 
 
o’m herwydd     o’m plegid   because of me       
o’th herwydd     o’th blegid   because of you (s.) 
o’i herwydd     o’i blegid   because of him / it          
o’i herwydd     o’i phlegid   because of her / it 
o’n herwydd     o’n plegid   because of us 
o’ch herwydd    o’ch plegid   because of you 
o’u herwydd     o’u plegid   because of them  
 
Similarly, o gwmpas (around) comes from oL + cwmpas, so: 
 
o’m cwmpas   around me     
o’th gwmpas  around you (s.)    
o’i gwmpas  around him / it    
o’i chwmpas  around her / it   
o’n cwmpas  around us 
o’ch cwmpas  around you 
o’u gwmpas  around them 
 



The preposition iL takes a special form of the third-person infixed pronoun, ’w, with appropriate mutations, so i 
ganol, “into the middle of,” conjugates: 
 
i’m canol    i’n canol 
i’th ganol    i’ch canol 
i’w ganol    i’w canol 
i’w chanol 
 
This type of conjugation can also be seen with verbal expressions, most notably ac eithrio “excepting / except for,” 
though it’s not mandatory. Less formally, you also just see ac eithrio fi. 
 
a’m heithrio      a’n heithrio 
a’th eithrio      a’ch eithrio 
a’i heithrio / ac ei eithrio   a’u heithrio / ac eu heithrio 
a’i heithrio / ac ei heithrio 
 
Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 
 
deall (deall·), v.     understand 
trafod (trafod·), v.    discuss, handle 

awdurdod, -au, m.    authority 
coeden, coed, coedydd, f.  tree, wood 
pell, adj.      far 

 
Theme: Plants 
 
banhadlen, banadl, f.  broom 

berwren, berwr, f.     (water)cress 
bedwen, bedw, f.  birch 
briallen, briallu, f.  primrose 

camri, m.   chamomile 
celynen, celyn, f.  holly 
collen, coll, f.   hazel 
eiddew, m.   ivy 

gwenithyn, gwenith, m.  wheat 
helygen, helyg, f.  willow 
menyg ellyllon, pl.  foxglove 
ywen, yw, f.      yew 



Lesson Seven, Level C 
 
One very common use of compound prepositions is as subordinating conjunctions: before eating fish, I cook it; 
after eating fish, I brush my teeth. In this context in Welsh, “before eating” is cyn bwyta and “after eating” is ar ôl 
bwyta. This is where it gets tricky. When the pronoun is expressed, it becomes cyn i and ar ôl i: before I eat fish, I 
cook it; after I eat fish, I brush my teeth. “Before I eat” is cyn i mi fwyta, and “After I eat” is ar ôl i mi fwyta. Note 
the soft mutation in the verb-noun!  
 
This construction can avoid confusion. “After me,” the preposition, is ar f’ôl:  

“He came after me” (=following me).          Mae e wedi dod ar f’ôl.  
“He came after me,” (=after I had gone), using “after” as a conjunction:  Mae e wedi mynd ar ôl i mi fynd.  

 
cyn i mi ddod / ar ôl i mi fynd    cyn i ni ddod / ar ôl i ni fynd  
cyn iddo ef ddod / ar ôl iddo ef fynd  cyn i chi ddod / ar ôl i chi fynd  
cyn iddi hi ddod / ar ôl iddi hi fynd  cyn iddyn nhw ddod / ar ôl iddyn nhw fynd  
 
The same construction is used with phrases of necessity: mae rhaid i mi fynd, “I must go,” often shortened to 
rhaid i mi fynd. There are a few other idioms that use the construction, as well: 
 
ar ôl i. . .   after      ar ôl i mi ganu, after I sang 
cyn i. . .    before      cyn i mi ganu, before I sing 
erbyn i. . .  by (the time)     erbyn i mi gyrraedd, by the time I arrive 
ers i. . .   since      ers i mi gyrraedd, since I arrived 
nes i. . .    until      nes i mi gyrraedd, until I arrive 
 
 Alert: Note the presence or absence of the pronoun mi!  

Nes i is also short for Wnes i, and (w)nes i gyrraedd is the same as dw i wedi cyrraedd, “I arrived.” 
Nes i mi gyrraedd   =  until I arrive 
Nes i gyrraedd  = I have arrived / I arrived / I did arrive 

 

rhag ofn i. . .  lest / in case     rhag ofn i mi farw, in case I die 
wrth i. . .   as       wrth i mi ganu, as I sing 
(bod) gwell i. . .  had better     mae’n well i mi ganu, I had better sing 
(bod) modd i. . .  be a way for / (neg.) cannot does dim modd i mi ddod, I cannot come 
ni wiw i. . .  not dare to     ni wiw i mi siarad, I don’t dare speak 
(bod) rhaid i. . .  must, have to    rhaid i mi orffen, I have to finish 
 
Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 

 
cynnig (cynigi·), v.    offer, propose 
cais, ceisiadau, m.    attempt, request, application 
darn, -au, m.     part, piece 

nawr / rŵan / rwan, adv.  now 
 
Theme: Plants 

 
bwrynen, brwyn, f.  rush 



eirlys, eirlysiau, m.  snowdrop 
gwernen, gwern, f.  alder 

hesgen, hesg, f.   sedge 
llwyfen, llwyf, f.   elm 
llysiau’r cryman, pl.  scarlet pimpernel 
milddal, milddail, f.  yarrow 

onnen, onn, f.   ash (tree) 
ysgallen, ysgall, f.  thistle 
ysgawen, ysgaw, f.    elder (tree) 
  



Lesson Eight: Irregular Verbs: Have, Want 
Diagnostic Page, Lesson 8 

-

 

Question 1:  

Can you say “I have a cat” in 
Welsh ? 

No: Go to Level A 

Yes: See Question 2 

Question 2:  

Can you use cael  to express the 
passive ? 

No: Go to Level B 

Yes: See Question 3 

Question 3:  

Do you know what is meant by 
gwelwyd cath ?    

No: Go to Level C 

Yes:  
Skip Lesson Eight 



Lesson Eight, Level A 
 
The common verbs have, get, and take are a little different in Welsh. Most of the time, “have” is conveyed with 
bod (“to be”) plus a preposition. In general, prepositions are used to convey all sorts of transitory states where 
English uses a verb. The main way to say “have” is “to be with.” If I have something, that something is with me in 
Welsh. The forms first: Welsh has a number of words for “with,” and the “have” meaning uses gan in North Wales 
and Literary Welsh, and gyda in South Wales, often abbreviated to ’da. So the following are all correct: I 
recommend learning the bold form, in the first column of Welsh. In Literary Welsh, even more formal forms of gan 
are often used, but I have left them out of this chart—it’s complicated enough already! 
 
 Literary (less formal) / North  Lit. / North S Wales S Wales (colloq.) 

I have a dog Mae gen i gi Mae ci gen i Mae ci gyda fi Mae ci ’da fi 
You (s) have a dog Mae gen ti gi Mae ci gen ti Mae ci gyda thi Mae ci ’da ti 
He has a dog Mae ganddo fe gi Mae ci ganddo fe Mae ci gydag ef Mae ci ’da fe 
She has a dog Mae ganddi hi gi Mae ci ganddi hi Mae ci gyda hi Mae ci ’da hi 
We have a dog Mae gennyn ni gi Mae ci gennyn ni Mae ci gyda ni Mae ci ’da ni 
You have a dog Mae gennych chi gi Mae ci gennych chi Mae ci gyda chi Mae ci ’da chi 
They have a dog Mae ganddyn nhw gi Mae ci ganddyn nhw Mae ci gyda nhw Mae ci ’da nhw 
 
Don’t forget that the negative and interrogative require you to change mae to dydy. . . ddim and ydy? With these, 
the word order tends to change to column II: 
 
Ydy ci gen ti? Ydy, mae gen i gi, ond dydy ci ddim gan Nia.  
Do you have a dog? Yes, I have a dog, but Nia doesn’t have a dog. 
 
This use of bod + gan/gyda is used for “have” when it means ownership or possession. When a body part is 
aching, use gyda (or gan, but learn ‘gyda’ in this construction) + the adjective tost, “painful / hurting”: 

Mae pen tost gyda fi   I have a headache (lit. there is an aching head with me). 
 
There are a few other different verbs to choose from: the verb cael (formal Literary Welsh, caffael) can mean 
either “have” or “get” or “take,” while cymryd (formal Literary Welsh, cymeryd) just means “take.” A lot of the 
more abstract meanings use cael, such as “having a bath.” More generally, cael is used for acquisition, and its 
primary meaning is “get.” Of course, once you get something, you have it! Rule of Thumb: If you can say “I am having” 

without sounding odd, cael is probably safe. If not, then not. Cymryd is “take,” and matches the English closely, but the verb 
is all about the transfer and less about what happens after. It is used in a lot of calqued English idioms (when the 
English is translated word-for-word) such as cymryd rhan “take part” and cymryd lle “take place.” 
 
Otherwise, when “have” refers to a temporary state (“I have a cold”), Welsh uses a different preposition, usually 
ar. Other English verbs also use this constuction: In Welsh, “want” is “have a lack” or “have a want of 
something”; “be hungry” is “have hunger of something,” etc.  
 
* For clothing: AM 
 Mae sgidiau amdana i I have shoes on / I am wearing shoes (lit. there are shoes about me)  
 
* For conditions: AR 
 Mae annwyd arna i   I have a cold  (lit. there is a cold upon me) 
 Mae eisiau bwyd arna i  I am hungry   (lit. there is a want of food upon me) 
 



illnesses       other conditions 
annwyd (n.m., cold)     eisiau bwyd (have hunger → be hungry) 
y frech goch (n.f., measles)   hiraeth (have longing → be homesick) 
y ddannodd (n.f., toothache)   ofn (have fear → be afraid)  
ffliw (n.m., flu / influenza)   syched (have thirst → be thirsty) [also eisiau diod] 
peswch (n.f., cough)       Note: Paid â bod ofn, “don’t be afraid,” is short for paid â bod ofn arnat ti. 

 
* For desires & necessity: AR 
 

angen (need) [lack]       eisiau (want) [spelling variants: isio, ishe, etc.] 
 
 The noun eisiau means “lack” or “want,” and is on its way to becoming a verb, but it’s a slow process. The 
more formal forms work exactly like possessive “to have” above, only instead of gan the preposition is ar, and 
instead of ci the noun is eisiau. “I want a dog” would be: 

Mae arna’ i eisiau ci.  Literally, “There is a want of a dog upon me.” 
 
Both of these words can be made into semi-verbs (under the influence of English):  

Dw i angen [rhywbeth]  I need [something]   Dw i eisiau [rhywbeth] I want [something].  
 

It is shortened from a construction with ar, and so it still does not take the linking particle yn. In South Wales a 
true verb meaning “want” has been created, moyn (from ymofyn, “inquire of oneself”). The new verbs are more 
common than the prepositional construction, especially in South Wales. You could equally say, then: 
  Mae Nia am ganu 
  Mae eisiau canu ar Nia  
  Mae ar Nia eisiau canu  (full form) 
  Mae Nia eisiau canu  (shortened form: note the lack of yn) 
  Mae Nia’n moyn canu, (note the presence of yn, though often absorbed by the following m in speech) 
 . . . all of which mean “Nia wants to sing.” 
 

There is a slight complication that in South Wales areas where moyn is used for “to want,” eisiau can 

mean “to need” instead of “to want.” There is also another noun for need, chwant (despite the sound not a 

borrowing from English want), but it is not used as a verb. 

 
To combine the two, you would use eisiau cael, “want of getting,” to mean “want to have”: 

Dw i eisiau cael ci, “I want to have a dog” / “I want to get a dog.”  
 
* For necessity (2): I 
 

rhaid (need) [necessity] 
 
(Mae) rhaid i mi fynd adre  I have to go home / I need to go home 
       (Lit. There is a necessity for me of going home) 
 
 With rhaid, the initial form of bod is often dropped. 
 
Vocabulary 
 
Frequency 

 
iL, prep.,       to / for 



ganL, prep.,      with / by 
dechrau (dechreu·), v.,   start, begin 

cadw (cadw·), v.,    keep 
neb, pron.      anybody; nobody 
cyfnod, -au, m.,     period (of time) 

enw, -au, m.,      name 

bywyd, -au, m.,      life 
newydd, adj.     new 
felly, adv.      thus, so 
 
Theme: School 
 
beiro, -s, m.     ball-point pen 

dosbarth, -iadau, m.   course (series of classes); class (the people on a course) 
dysgu (dysg·), v.    learn; teach 
dysgwr, dysgwyr, m.   learner 
gwers, -i, f.      lesson (individual class) 

myfyriwr, myfyrwyr, m.   student (m) 
myfyrwraig, myfyrwragedd, f.  student (f) 
papur, -au, m.     paper 

pen, -nau, m.     pen 
pensil, -iau, m.     pencil 
unwaith eto, adv.    again 
ysgol, -ion, f.     school  

  



Lesson Eight, Level B 
 
English forms a lot of its tenses and moods with auxiliary verbs. Welsh does this to a degree.  
For “pay,” for example, you can say:        
 
English:            Welsh:    
   auxiliary   infinitive / participle   auxiliary      verb-noun 
I   have   paid      Wnes   i   dalu 
I   had    paid      Ces    i fy  nhalu 
I   will    pay       Ddaru   mi   dalu 
I   shall   pay          
I   do    pay            Note the mutations of TALU! 
I   did    pay 
I   would   pay 
I   should   pay 
I   could   pay, etc. 
 
The two main uses of Welsh auxiliary verbs (besides bod) are to form the past tense, and to make a verb passive in 
meaning. Both gwneud “do” and darfod “happen” are used to form the past tense. Unlike English, where “I did 
pay” is more emphatic than “I paid,” there is no semantic difference in the various Welsh forms. 
 
  Welsh               English 
  Fe dalais i   “I paid”          I paid 
  Dw i wedi talu  “I paid” (Lit. “I am after paying”) 
  (Fe) wnes i dalu  “I paid” (Lit. “I did pay,” but no emphasis)  I did pay (more emphatic than “I paid”) 
  (Mi) ddaru mi dalu “I paid” (Lit. “It happened [to] me: paying”; Colloquial North Wales) 
 
For emphasis, Welsh has other options, either replacing i with innau or stressing the wedi: 
 
  Fe dalais innau   “I paid” 
  Dw i wedi talu   “I did pay” (Lit. “I am after paying”) 
  (Fe) wnes innau dalu “I paid” (Lit. “I did pay”)  
   
You can also emphasize by changing the word order: 
 
 Talu (a) wnes i   “I paid” (Lit. “paying (which) I did”) 
  
The form gwneud takes depends on the context. In Literary Welsh, where the preverbal positive particle is y, the 
forms are not lenited: gwnaeth “he did / she did.” There is a wide variety of these forms, from the most formal 
(gwneuthum, gwneuthost, gwnaeth) to the least (gnes i, gnest ti, gnaeth e). Negative and interrogative particles 
cause the soft mutation, and the following verb-noun also takes the soft mutation. 
 
In Spoken Welsh, where all particles cause soft mutation of G- words, the forms begin with W. Because this is 
weakly pronounced, it is often dropped altogether, and the auxiliary begins with N in spoken and written Welsh:  
 

nes i, nest ti, naeth e, naeth hi, naethon ni, naethoch chi, naethon nhw.  
 
Ddaru is an order of magnitude less common as an auxiliary. It comes from the third person preterite of darfod 



(formal darfu, and sometimes informally just aru), and is invariable: ddaru mi, ddaru ti, etc. Again, the following 
verb-noun takes the soft mutation. To negate it, add ddim in the usual place: ddaru mi ddim, etc. 
 
The other main use of an auxiliary is to create an equivalent to the passive voice. In English, the passive is formed 
with be plus the past participle: I was paid. 
 
In Welsh, the verb is cael “have” / “get.” The slight complicating factor is that the verb cael requires an object, 
and so the construction comes out Ces i fy nhalu, “I got my paying.” To form the passive in any tense, use the 
appropriate person of the verb cael, the possessive pronoun for the same person, and the verb-noun: 
 
Dw i’n cael fy nhalu i,     I am being paid. 
Rwyt ti’n mynd i gael dy dalu di,   you are going to be paid. 
Cafodd hi ei thalu hi,     she has been paid. 
Roedden ni’n cael ein talu ni,    we were paid. 
Naethoch chi gael eich talu chi,   you have been paid. 
Maen nhw wedi cael eu talu nhw,   they have been paid. 
 
The passive form is quite common for certain verbs such as geni, “to birth”; cael geni is “to be born.” Gest di dy 
eni yng Nghymru? “Were you born in Wales?” 
 
If the verb does not have an object pronoun (in the form of a possessive pronoun), it means “to have something 
done”: Maen nhw wedi cael gyrru y bws i Gymru, “they had the bus driven to Wales.” 
 
But what if the bus had driven itself? Welsh makes the distinction between doing something to or for oneself and 
doing it to or for others with the reflexive verbs. These are formed with the prefix ymL-. So golchi is to wash, but 
ymolchi is to wash onself, or to bathe: 
 
Mae e’n golchi’r llestri; mae hi’n ymolchi   “He is washing the dishes; she is bathing.” 
 
As with golchi, there is often a metaphorial extension of meaning with the reflexive: gwybod, “to know,” vs. 
ymwybod, “to be aware”; dangos, “to show,” vs. ymddangos, “to appear.” 
 
Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 
 
darfod (irregular: dar + bod), v. happen; conclude; die 

dweud (dywed·), v.    speak, say     (formal dywedyd; colloquial gweud) 
llun, -iau, m.     picture 
adran, -nau, f.     department 
lleol, adj.      local 

 
Theme: School 
 

absennol, adj.   absent 
arholiad, -au, m.  test, exam 
cwis, -iau, m.   quiz 
geirfa, geirfaoedd, f.  vocabulary 

geiriadur, -on, m.  dictionary 
gwaith cartref, m.  homework 



llyfrgell, -oedd, m.  library 
presennol, adj.   present 

prifysgol, -ion, m.  university 
testun, -au, m.   text 
ymarfer, -ion, m.  exercise 

  



Lesson Eight, Level C 
 
Welsh has a special form of the verb called the impersonal, which is only used in formal and Literary Welsh. 
English verbs are either first person (I, we), second person (you), or third person (he, she, it, they). In Welsh, the 
impersonal verb is not marked for person at all. That means that any of these possibilities are in play, but the 
sentence isn’t going to tell you which one because it doesn’t really matter.  
 
The impersonal can be translated in a few different ways, depending on context: 
 
• As if it were passive 
• As if the subject were generic: “they,” “one,” “you,” “someone,” or “people” 
• As if it were a mild imperative, especially in the present tense. 
 
All tenses and moods have an impersonal, but the most common are the past -wyd, the present / future -ir, and 
the imperfect -id.  
 
No subject can be expressed, and the object is not mutated. There is perhaps a slight, subtle difference from the 
passive with cael; the impersonal has a slightly greater range of meaning, and although it can usually be 
translated with the English passive, it is an active verb in Welsh. The main difference, though, is simply the 
register: the impersonal is common in formal and literary contexts, and the passive with cael in speech. 
 
Taflwyd pêl.       “A ball was thrown” / “Someone threw a ball” 
Mae pêl wedi cael ei daflu    “A ball was thrown.” 
 
With the impersonal, the focus is on the throwing; with cael, the focus is on the ball. 
 
Gwelir blodau      “Flowers will be seen” / “You will see flowers” / “We will see flowers.” 
Bydd blodau yn cael eu gweld   “Flowers will be seen.” 
 
Here, the implication of gwelir blodau is that flowers, among other things, will be seen, by whoever happens to be 
around. Bydd blodau yn cael eu gweld is stronger, with more of a focus on the flowers. 
 
Siaredir Cymraeg yma    “Welsh is spoken here” / “Speak Welsh here.” 
Mae Cymraeg yn cael ei siarad yma “Welsh is spoken here.” 
 
With the impersonal in the conjugated present, which has a habitual or future sense, there is a subtext of “it is 
usual for Welsh to be spoken here,” again by whoever happens to be around, and thus “you can speak Welsh 
here” or “go ahead and speak Welsh here.” With the cael sentence, the sense is more descriptive: this is a place 
where Welsh is spoken. 
 
A couple of common abbreviations are often formed from the impersonal, with the -er ending of the imperative 
mood: 
 
gw.  gweler    “see” 
d.s.  dalier sylw   “note” 
 
 

 



Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 
 
arwain (arweini·), v.    lead 
swydd, -i, f.      office (job, not the physical office), job 

cwestiwn, cwestiynau, m.  question 
cyffredinol, adj.     common, general 
 
Theme: School 
 
addysg, f.   education 

ailadrodd (ailadrodd·), v. repeat 
astudio (astudi·), v.  study 
cyfieithu (cyfieith·), v.  translate 
egwyl, -ion, f.   break 

gradd, -au, f.   degree  
holi (hol·), v.   ask questions, inquire 
israddedig, adj.   undergraduate 
saib, seibiau, m.   break 

tymor, tymhorau, m.  semester, term 
uwchraddedig, adj.  postgraduate 
 

  



Lesson Nine: Yes, No, and Maybe 
Diagnostic Page, Lesson 9 

-

 

Question 1:  

Can you ask a “who” or “what” 
question in Welsh? 

No: Go to Level A 

Yes: See Question 2 

Question 2:  

Can you say “yes” in Welsh ? 

No: Go to Level B 

Yes: See Question 3 

Question 3:  

Do you know what is meant by 
e.e., h.y., or a.y.y.b. ?    

No: Go to Level C 

Yes: Skip Lesson Nine 



Lesson Nine, Level A 
 
In Welsh, the useful little question words who, what, when, where, why, and how are a little complicated. The wh- in the 
English words is p- in the Welsh, but because the interrogative particle a causes the soft mutation, as does the basic “which / 
what” word pa, some words permanently mutate to b-. This table gives the English, and then the full and common forms of 
the Welsh equivalents: 
 

English Uncontracted Welsh Spoken Welsh 
Who Pwy Pwy 
Which Pa Pa 
 which one Pa ryw un  (which some one) P’run / Pa un 
 which ones Pa rai   (which ones) P’rai / Pa rai 
What Pa beth  (which thing) Beth 
 what kind (of) Pa fath (o) (what sort (of)) Pa fath (o) 
When Pa bryd  (which time) Pryd 
Where Pa le   (which place) Ble or Lle 
 in what place Ym mha le Ymhle 
 whither  (to where) I ba le I ble 
 whence  (from where) O ba le O ble 
Why  Paham Pam 
How Sut Sut 

Shwd (S. Wales ) 
 how long Pa faint  (which size) Faint 
 how much Pa faint  (which size) Faint 
 how many Pa sawl  (which many) Sawl 

Welsh sentences normally begin with the verb, but questions begin with the question word. Generally, adding a question 
word does not affect much: the verb just goes next, either mae if the question word is functioning as an adverb (when, where, 
how), or else ydy / yw if it is a copula sentence (X = Y?).  
 
Welsh has no case (no “who” and “whom” to confuse, or “whose” and “who’s” for that matter), so if the question word is a 
pronoun (“who” or “what”), it is the verb that tells you whether the question pronoun is the subject or the object: 

Pwy = Who (pronoun) 

Pwy ⇝ subject 
 Pwy + sy ‘which is’ 
 
Pwy sy’n siarad? 
 Who is speaking? 
 i.e. Who is it that is speaking 
 You can’t say “speaking is who” 

Pwy ⇝ copula (subject w/ complement) 
 Pwy + ydy / yw ‘is; equals’ 
 
Pwy yw hi? / Pwy ydy hi? 
 Who is she? 
 i.e. she = who 
 

Pwy ⇝ object 
 Pwy + mae ‘is’ 
 Pwy + a + conjugated verb 
 
Pwy maen nhw’n helpu? 
 Whom are they helping? 
 i.e. they are helping ⇛ whom 

Pwy a welsoch chi? 
 Whom did you see? 
 i.e. you saw ⇛ whom 

Beth = What (pronoun) 

Beth ⇝ subject 
 Beth + sy ‘which is’ 
 
Beth sy’n digwydd? 
 What is happening? 
 i.e. What is it which is happening 
 You can’t say “happening is what” 
 

Beth sy’n bod? 
 What is wrong? 
 i.e. What is it which is wrong 
 You can’t say “wrong is what” 

Beth ⇝ copula (subject w/ complement) 
 Beth + ydy / yw ‘is; equals’ 
 
Beth ydy’ch enw chi? 
 What’s your name? 
 i.e. your name = what 

Beth yw hwn? 
 What’s that? 
 i.e. that = what 

Beth ⇝ object 
 Beth + mae ‘is’ 
 Beth + a + conjugated verb 
 
Beth mae e’n hoffi ei wneud? 
 What does he like doing? 
 You CAN say “he likes doing what” 
Beth a fwytaodd y ci? 
 What did the dog eat? 
 You CAN say “the dog ate what” 

 

 



On the off chance that you would prefer patterns, this chart may be more useful: 
 

English Spoken Welsh Default verb 
Who Pwy sy (+ verb / adj. / prepositional phrase) 

ydy   (+ noun / noun phrase) 
mae   (+ complete sentence) 

What Beth sy (+ verb / adj. / prepositional phrase) 
ydy   (+ noun / noun phrase) 
mae   (+ complete sentence) 

When Pryd mae 
Where Ble  mae 
 whither  (to where) I ble mae 
 whence  (from where) O ble mae 
Why  Pam mae    
How Sut 

Shwd (S. Wales) 
mae 

 how much / how long Faint sy (+ verb / adj. / prepositional phrase) 
ydy   (+ noun / noun phrase) 
mae   (+ complete sentence) 

 how many Sawl sy (adj. / adv. / prepositional phrase) 
mae   (+ complete sentence) 

 
Remember that these forms are for asking questions. Outsideof that, there are other possibilities, such as when sawl is a 
pronoun. 
 
Welsh doesn’t like to end sentences with an unconjugated preposition, so you’d either say: 
 
 I ble mae hi’n mynd?  or  Ble mae hi’n mynd iddo?  Where is she going? 
 O ble mae e’n dod?  or  Ble mae e’n dod ohono?   Where does he come from? 
 
Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 
 
pwy, pron.    who 
pa, pron.    which?; what? 

beth, pron.    what? 
pam, adv.    why 
sut, adv.    how 
ble, adv.    where 

gofyn (gofynn·), v.  ask 
ateb (ateb·), v.   answer             (3s etyb) 
oes, -oedd, f.   age 

hanes, -ion, m.   history; story 
eglwys, -i, f.    church 
yno, adv.    there [third degree of distance: further than yna] 
allan, adv.    out 

 
Theme: House 
 

bwrdd, byrddau, m.  table 
cadair, cadeiriau, f.  chair 
cegin, -au, f.   kitchen 
drws, drysau, m.  door 

ffenest, ffenestri, f.  window 



fflat, -iau, m.   apartment 
gris, -iau, f   stair, step 

gwely, -au, m.   bed 
lolfa, lolfeydd, f.  lounge, living room 
llawr, lloriau, m.  floor 
tŷ, tai, m.   house 

ystafell, -oedd, f.  room 
 

 
  



Lesson Nine, Level B 
 
There is no single word in Welsh that means “yes” or “no.” The answer is usually a verb, matching the 
one used to ask the question. The appropriate word depends on four things: (1) the first word of the 

sentence, (2) the verb, (3) the person, and (4) the tense. It’s not as bad all all that, though! Most of the 
time, the first word of a question is the interrogative form of bod, so the answer just reflects that: 
 

Note that the persons switch: if asked “are you?” 
you have to answer either “I am” or “I am not.” If 
asked “am I?” the answer is either “you are” or 
“you are not.” The third person remains the 
same. 

Nac is pronounced nag, though it is also 
acceptable to say nac. Before consonants, the 
form is na, which lenites. 
 The answer to the plurals depends on 
context; “Are we?” can either be “we are” or “you 
are”; “Are you?” can be “I am” or “we are.” 

Interrogative copula sentences begin with the particle ai (no mutation). The answer is either Ie, “yes,” or nage, 
“no.” Ie and nage are all-purpose words that function as “yes” and “no” for any question that does not begin with 
a verb or particle + verb. Ie and na can be used alone when “yes” and “no” aren’t in response to a question. 
 
If the question begins with a different verb, or another tense of bod, the same procedure applies: match the verb 
and use the appropriate person, with naH/L or nac in front of a negative answer. 
 
Wnei di helpu fi?   Will you help me? 
Gwnaf. / Na wnaf.  Yes. / No. 
 
Oeddet ti’n hapus?  Were you happy? 
Oeddwn. Nac oeddwn. Yes. / No. 
 
The only exception is verbs in the conjugated preterite tense, which has a special yes / no word of its own: 
 
Welsoch chi’r sioe?  Did you see the show? 
Do. / Naddo.    Yes. / No. 
 
If the answer is “maybe” or “perhaps,” Welsh uses a different verbal phrase, ef a allai, “it could be,” contracted 
into efallai or, in speech, falla or ella (N) / falle (S). Because it contains a conjugated verb, it needs to be followed 
by bod as a conjunction: efallai fy mod i’n mynd, “perhaps I will go.” 
 
“Were it not for” is onibai, which also contains a verb (bai, from byddai). Onibai is followed by the preposition 
am: onibai am law, byddwn i’n chwarae tu allan “were it not for rain, I would be playing outside.” 
 
  

English Question word Yes. No. 

Am I? Ydw i? Wyt. Nac wyt. 
Are you? (s.) Wyt ti? Ydw. Nac ydw. 
Is he / she / it? Ydy e / hi? Ydy. Nac ydy. 
Is there / Are there? Oes? Oes. Nac oes. 
Are we? Ydyn ni? Ydyn. Nac ydyn. 
  Ydych. Nac ydych. 
Are you? (pl.) Ydych chi? Ydw. Nac ydw. 
  Ydyn. Nac ydyn. 
Are they? Ydyn nhw? Ydyn. Nac ydyn. 



 

 

  Is the first word either a verb  or a particle + verb? 

Is the question verb conjugated in 
the preterite (past) tense? 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

The word for “yes” is ie. The word for “no” is nage. 

No 

The word for “yes” is do. The word for “no” is naddo. What person is the question verb? 

First person Second person Third person or Impersonal 

The word for “yes” 
is the verb used to 
ask the question, 
but in the second 

person; no particle. 
 

The word for “no” is naH/L 
/nac plus the verb used to 
ask the question, but in 
the second person; no 

particle. 

The word for “yes” is the 
verb used to ask the 

question, but in the first 
person; no particle. 

 

The word for “no” is naH/L 
/nac plus the verb used to ask 
the question, but in the first 

person; no particle. 

The word for “yes” is the 
verb used to ask the 
question, no particle. 

 

The word for “no” is naH/L 
/nac plus the verb used to ask 

the question, no particle. 

Singular or exclusive plural 
(=“we” does not include the 

person answering) 

Inclusive “we” (the 
person answering is 
included in the “we”) 



Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 
 
chwarae (chwarae·), v.   play (games, sports) 
creu (cre·), v.     create 

coleg, -au, m.     college 
bwyd, -ydd, m.     food 
efallai, adv.      perhaps, maybe 

 
Theme: House 
 
allwedd, -i, f.   key 

clo, -eon, m.   lock 
dodrefnyn, dodrefn, m.  furniture 
ffwrn, ffyrnau, f.  oven 
oergell, -oedd, f.  refrigerator 

radio, -s, m.   radio 
rhewgell, -oedd, f.  freezer 
silff, -oedd, f.   shelf; (pl.) bookshelves 

soffa, -s, f.   sofa 
teledu, m.   television 
 
 
 

  



Lesson Nine, Level C 
 
A few things in Welsh are hard to look up. One is the rules for swearing (rhegi). If you want to call 
someone “You ——!” in Welsh, you need the definite article: y(r) ——! For more emphasis, the adjective 

hen is added: yr hen ——! Yr can also be just a general invocation, and sometimes this gets combined with 
the following word: Rarglwydd (mawr)! is “(Good) Lord!” (from yr Arglwydd, the Lord); a milder version, 
rargian / rargien, is also found. Others are built on nenw, from yn enw, “in the name of”: nenw Tad / nenw’r 

Tad, “in the name of the Father,” or nenw dyn, “In the name of man.” 
Swearing by something uses myn (rhymes with yn, not llyn): myn diawl! and myn cythraul! are typical 

expressions—diawl and cythraul are both “devil.” Diawl (or jawl), in fact, is the all-purpose swear word, 
used in a variety of situations for emphasis. Ci “dog” is also used in many expressions, such as cachgi and 

cilgi, both “coward.” A borrowing from English is Go damo. Uffern! (“hell”) uffern dân (“hellfire”) and myn 
uffern are found, as are expression such as myn brain! “by crows!” and myn bawd y Pab “by the Pope’s 
thumb!” The majority of Welsh swearing either uses religious terms, or words borrowed from English. 
 There are, of course, stronger and more mean-spirited swear words along with those given here. 

The mildest are Duw, duw!, sometimes said jiw, jiw!, literally “God, God,” but meaning something like 
“my goodness” or “gosh.”  
 

A difficulty in Literary Welsh is byrfoddau (abbreviations). Here is a list of the most prevalent: 
 
ayyb or ayb  ac yn y blaen     etc.  
b. / be.   berf / berfenw    verb 

Bnr. / Y Bnr.  Boneddigwr / Bonheddwr  Mr.   
Bns. / Y Fns.  Bonheddiges     Ms. 
c.    canrif      century 
c.    ceiniog      d. (pence, old system) / p. (pence) 

CC    cyn Crist      BC 
cyf.    cyfyngedig     ltd. (limited) 
cymh.   cymharer     c.f. (compare) 

D.    de       south 
D. Ddn.   de-ddwyrain     southeast 
D. On.   de-orllewin     southwest 
Dn.    dwyrain      east 

Dr.    doethur      doctor (academic); also used for medical doctors (Meddygon) 
d.s.    dalier sylw     n.b., note 
DU    y Deyrnas Unedig    UK 
e.b.    enw benywaidd    n.f. (feminine noun) 

e.e.    er enghraifft     e.g. (for example) 
e.g.    enw gwrywaidd    n.m. (masculine noun) 
G.    gogledd      north 
G. Ddn.   gogledd-ddwyrain    northeast 

G. On.   gogledd-orllewin    northwest 
Gn.    gorllewin     west 
gol.    golygwyd     edited 

gw.    gweler      v., see 
h.y.    hynny yw     i.e. (that is) 
ll. or llu.  lluosog      pl., plural 
m.y.a.   milltir yr awr     mph (miles per hour) 

OC    oed Crist      AD 
o.n.    ôl nodyn      P.S. 
p.    punt      £ (pounds) 



parch.   parchedig     rev. (reverend) 
s.    swllt      s. (shillings) 

S4C    Sianel Pedwar Cymru   Channel Four Wales 
sef    sef       viz., namely, that is to say    [not technically an abbreviation] 

t.    tudalen      p. (page) 
   tt.       tudalennau       pp. (pages) 

TAW   Treth ar Werth    VAT (Value Added Tax [national sales tax]) 
TU / y DU  Teyrnas Unedig / y D— U— UK (United Kingdom)   
UDA   Unol Daleithiau America  USA (United States of America) 
UE    Undeb Ewropeaidd   EU (European Union) 

un.    unigol      singular 
y.b.    y bore      a.m. 
y.h.    yr hwyr      p.m. (evening / night) 

y.p.    y prynhawn     p.m. (afternoon) 
ysw.    yswain      esq. 
 
Vocabulary: 

 
paratoi (parato·), v.    prepare 
diddordeb, -au, m.    interest 
agwedd, -au, f.     manner, way; appearance, form, image 

ambell, adj.      occasional 
 
Theme: House 

 
carped, -i, m.   carpet 
clustog, -au, f.   pillow, cushion 
cyfrifiadur, -on, m.  computer 

dist, -iau, m.   joist, rafter 
dresel, -au, f.   dresser 
gobennydd, gobenyddiau, m. bolster, pillow 

gwal, -iau, f.   wall 
llen, -ni, f.   curtain 
mur, -iau, m.   wall 
nenfwd, nenfydau, f.  ceiling 

rỳg, -iau, m.   rug 
 
 

  



Lesson Ten: Perfect and Imperfect 
Diagnostic Page, Lesson 10 

-

 

Question 1:  

Do you know the difference 
between roedd e’n mynd  
and mae e wedi mynd ? 

No: Go to Level A 

Yes: See Question 2 

Question 2:  

Can you say “I would go” in 
Welsh? 

No: Go to Level B 

Yes: See Question 3 

Question 3:  
Do you know the forms deuai, âi,  

and gwnâi?    

No: Go to Level C 

Yes: Skip Lesson Ten 



Lesson Ten, Level A 
 
There are two main ways of thinking about the past: as something that has finished, and as something that hasn’t necessarily 
finished. The former is called the perfect, from the Latin for “completed,” and the latter the imperfect, “not completed.” The 
perfect is used for events that occur before other events, or which by nature must have stopped. Think “he fell” (perfect) vs. 
“he was falling” (imperfect)—at some point, when he hits the ground, you can’t keep saying “he was falling” and you have 
to switch to “he fell.” The imperfect is used for actions that were ongoing, habitual, or took place over a period of time. This 
is often a tricky concept for English speakers, because while we do make the distinction most of the time, we don’t always. 
 
Imperfect = incomplete,  
   i.e., not (necessarily) finished 
 
→ Continuous or ongoing action; action over time 
→ Habitual action 
→ Action not completed 
 
(about the process, not the result) 
 
In the past, but it doesn’t matter whether the action was 
completed or not from the point of view of the sentence. 
 
 
The imperfect can be translated many ways: 
 
 Roedd e’n siarad  

  
common translation: 

❇ he  was speaking 

 less common but still valid: 

❇ he used to speak 

❇  he spoke [over a period of time] 

Perfect = complete 
   i.e., definitely finished and done 
 
→ One-time action 
→ Completed action 
 
 
(about the result, not the process) 
 
In the past, and it’s clear that the action is no longer going 
on, either because it’s done or because something happened 
afterwards. 
 
The perfect can be translated three ways: 
 
 Mae e wedi siarad 
 
common translations: 

❇ he spoke 

❇ he has spoken 

❇ he did speak 

 
Note: usually the simple English past-tense verb (he spoke) 
will be the perfect, but not always. Beware! 

 
The “used to” translation is common for Literary Welsh, but Spoken Welsh usually adds arfer “custom, habit” under the 
influence of English. When formed periphrastically, the imperfect of bod is as follows: 
 
  was / were  was not / were not   was? / were?    + predicate  
I  Roeddwn i. . .   Doeddwn i ddim. . .   Oeddwn i. . . ?   . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
You (s) Roeddet ti. . .   Doeddet ti ddim. . .   Oeddet ti. . . ?    . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
He / She Roedd e / hi. . .  Doedd e / hi ddim. . .   Oedd e / hi. . . ?   . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
We  Roedden ni. . .  Doedden ni ddim. . .   Oedden ni. . . ?   . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
You (pl) Roeddech chi. . . Doeddech chi ddim. . .   Oeddech chi. . . ?   . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
They Roedden nhw. . .  Doedden nhw ddim. . .   Oedden nhw. . . ?   . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
 
The forms in R- get that letter from the positive particle yr; the negative D- comes from nid. The copula form of this tense is 
the same as the interrogative, with no particle on the front. In the spoken language, these forms are often very reduced: rô’n 
i, rô’t ti, roedd e / hi, rô’n ni, rô’ch chi, rô’n nhw, spelled variously; sometimes the R is also omitted. 

 
With wedi, the imperfect forms the pluperfect tense, moving an idea one step further into the past. This might make more 
sense, gramatically, with the perfect, but in Welsh wedi wedi is best avoided. 



Roedd e’n mynd i’r ysgol    He used to go to school 
Mae e wedi mynd i’r ysgol ddoe   He went to school yesterday 
Roedd e wedi mynd i’r ysgol unwaith  He had gone to school once 
 

Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 
 
codi (cod·), v.       raise, rise, get up       (formal cyfodi) 
edrych (edrych·), v.     look 
rhywun, pron.      someone 
rhywbeth, pron.      something 
ystod, -au, f.       duration, length of time; course 
modd, -ion / -au, m.     mode, way, means; mood; in pl., medicine 
eto, adv.        again 
unrhyw, adj.       any 
 
Theme: Calendar 
 
dydd, -iau, m.      day 
mis, -oedd, m.      month 
blwyddyn, blynyddoedd, f.  year    (special plurals blwydd and blynedd) 

(Dydd) Llun, m.,       Monday  
(Dydd) Mawrth, m.,       Tuesday / Mars / March 
(Dydd) Mercher, m.,       Wednesday / Mercury 
(Dydd) Iau, m.,        Thursday / Jupiter 
(Dydd) Gwener, m.,       Friday / Venus 
(Dydd) Sadwrn, m.,       Saturday / Saturn 
(Dydd) Sul, m.,        Sunday 
 

  



Lesson Ten, Level B 
 
The imperfect can also be formed by adding the imperfect endings onto the stem of the verb. For the verb caru, “to love,” 
whose stem is car·, for example, the imperfect is: 
 
Literary   Spoken 
Car· wn   Car· wn i    I was loving / I used to love / I loved (over a period of time) 
Car· it   Car· et ti    You were loving / you used to love / you loved (over a period of time) 
Car· ai   Car· ai fe / hi   He / she was loving | He / she used to love | He / she loved (over time) 
Car· em   Car· en ni   We were loving / we used to love / we loved (over a period of time) 
Car· ech   Car· ech chi   You were loving / you used to love / you loved (over a period of time) 
Car· ent   Car· en nhw   They were loving / they used to love / they loved (over a period of time) 
 
With this tense, there is very little difference between the two forms: only Carit [ti] becomes Caret ti, Carem [ni] changes to 
Caren ni, and Carent [hwy] becomes Caren nhw. (The last makes more sense if you think of the aspirate mutation: carent 
hwy is caren·T + H·wy (T+nasal aspiration [H-ness] → NH) > caren· nhw’.) 
 
English modal verbs are often represented in Welsh by this tense. Of these, the most important is probably bod. In addition to 
the imperfect stem oedd-, Welsh can add the imperfect endings to the habitual / future stem, bydd-, which winds up being a 
conditional: “would be”: 
 
Byddwn i. . .   Fyddwn i ddim. . .    Fyddwn i. . . ?  . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
Byddet ti. . .   Fyddet ti ddim. . .    Fyddet ti. . . ?   . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
Byddai fe / hi. . .  Fyddai fe / hi ddim. . .   Fyddai fe / hi. . . ?  . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
Bydden ni. . .   Fydden ni ddim. . .   Fydden ni. . . ?  . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
Byddech chi. . .  Fyddech chi ddim. . .   Fyddech chi. . . ?  . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
Bydden nhw. . .  Fydden nhw ddim. . .   Fydden nhw. . . ?  . . . yn / wedi / yn mynd iL. . . . 
 
Another common verb in this tense is dylu (dyl·), “to be obliged to.” With the imperfect endings, it translates to “should” or 
“ought”. Gallu (gall·), or medru (medr·) in the North, “to be able,” becomes “could” with the imperfect endings. 
 
Allwn i ei wneud?   Could I do it?   Gallet.  You could. 
Fyddwn i ei wneud?  Would I do it?   Byddet.  You would. 
Ddylwn i ei wneud?  Should I do it?  Na ddylet. No. 
 
Gallu also supplies the useful efallai (from ef a allai, “it could be”): “perhaps.” With the conditional of bod, it can be 
translated “might”:  
 
Efallai y byddech chi’n mynd  You might go / Perhaps you would go. 
 

Vocabulary: 
 
Frequency 
 
disgwyl (disgwyli·), v.      expect 
sefyllfa, sefyllfaoedd / sefyllfeydd, f.  situation 
cwmpas, -oedd / -au, m.     compass 
 o gwmpas, prep.      around 
Saesneg, adj.        English (language) 
 



Theme: Calendar 
 
mis, -oedd, m.    month 
Ionawr, m.,         January 
Chwefror, m.,        February 
Mawrth, m.,         March 
Ebrill, m.,         April 
Mai, m.,          May 
Mehefin, m.,         June 
Gorffenaf, m.,        July 
Awst, m.,         August 
Medi, m.,         September 
Hydref, m.,         October 
Tachwedd, m.,        November 
Rhagfyr, m.,         December 
 

 
  



Lesson Ten, Level C 
 
The four main Welsh irregular verbs are often found in the imperfect. As tenses go, the imperfect does not show much 
unexpected variation. For most verbs, it is a matter of knowing the stem as well as the endings. Other common verbs with 
unpredictable stems include gwybod (stem gwydd·), dwyn (stem dyg·). In the colloquial language, however, the imperfect 
sometimes merges with the imperfect subjunctive, which is more of a departure for the irregular verbs.  
 
The subjunctive mood in Welsh is moribund, as it is in English: it survives in special fossilized constructions, and in the 
literary language. In general terms, Welsh and English verbs have three moods: indicative (normal), imperative (commands), 
and subjunctive (hypothetical). The subjunctive is used to convey an element of irreality: something that might or would the 
case, except that it isn’t.  
 
The reason for the confusion is that historically, the past subjunctive has the same endings as the imperfect, except there was 
supposed to be an -H- between the stem and endings; for most verbs, that meant that the two forms were exactly the same. 
Since the subjunctive is rare anyway, the two often get conflated. For the irregular verbs, the subjunctive has an L, and in 
Colloquial Welsh that L sometimes picks up an -S- from other forms (elswn, etc.) 
 

Mynd Literary Imperfect  Colloquial  Variants  Subjunctive 

I awn  awn i    elwn 
you (s) ait  aet ti    elit 
he / she âi  âi fe / hi    elai 
we aem  aen ni    elem 
you (pl) aech  aech chi    elech 
they aent  aen nhw    elent 

 

Dod Literary Imperfect  Colloquial  Variants  Subjunctive 

I deuwn  down i    delwn 
you (s) deuit  doet ti    delit 
he / she deuai  dôi fe / hi  dae fe / hi, dai fe / hi  delai 
we deuem  doen ni    delem 
you (pl) deuech  doech chi    delech 
they deuent  doen nhw    delent 

 

Gwneud Literary Imperfect  Colloquial  Variants  Subjunctive 

I gwnawn  gwnawn i  gnawn i, nawn i  gwnelwn 
you (s) gwnait  gwnaet ti  gnaet ti, naet ti  gwnelit 
he / she gwnâi  gwnâi fe / hi  gnâi fe / hi, nâi fe / hi  gwnelai 
we gwnaem  gwnaen ni  gnaen ni, naen ni  gwnelaem 
you (pl) gwnaech  gwnaech chi  gnaech chi, naech chi  gnwelaech 
they gwnaent  gwnaen nhw  gnaen nhw, naen nhw  gwnelaent 

 

Cael Literary Imperfect  Colloquial  Variants  Subjunctive 

I cawn  cawn i    caffwn 
you (s) cait  caet ti    caffit 
he / she câi  câi fe / hi    caffai 
we caem  caen ni    caffaem 
you (pl) caech  caech chi    caffaech 
they caent  caen nhw    caffaent 

 
 



Vocabulary: 
Frequency 

 
golygu (golyg·),  v.   oversee, view; mean; edit 
hawl, -iau, f.    right 
ofn, -au, m.     fear 

rhy, adv.     too 
 

Theme: Calendar 
 
gŵyl, gwyliau, m.   holiday 
Blwyddyn Newydd, f.,    New Year 
Dydd Calan, m.,      New Year’s Day     (1 January) 
Diwrnod Santes Dwynwen, m.,   St. Dwynwen’s Day     (25 January) 
Gŵyl Dewi Sant, m.  Saint David’s Day   (1 March) 
Dydd Mawrth yr Ynyd, m.,   Shrove Tuesday / Mardi Gras  (Tuesday prior to 7 Sundays before Easter) 
Pasg, m.    Easter    (movable) 
Y Sulgwyn, m.,    Whitsun    (7th Sunday after Easter) 
Nos Calan Gaeaf, f.  Halloween    (31 October) 
Calan Gaeaf, m.   All Saints’ Day    (1 November) 
Nadolig, m.   Christmas   (25 December) 
Dydd Gŵyl Steffan, m.,    Boxing Day      (26 December) 
Nos Calan, f.,      New Year’s Eve     (31 December) 
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